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Waterloo Stage Theatre and WLU
JOSH MARSHALL

"They were part of Theatre Laurier
shows in the past, so they know how
we do things and are willing to work
with the students." Qualter does not
expect to work on a professional show
every year, but thinks that the timing
was right to do this one.
"Part of the Theatre major is working on a production. We needed a production to be involved in, and knew
that this was going to be a sympathetic
atmosphere," explains Qualter.
O'Dell agrees, claiming that this
alliance is a natural by-product, due to

Have you ever listened to show tunes

from alt of your favourite Broadway
shows and wondered what they have
in common?
Until recently, the answer was probably "nothing;" but with the help of the
Laurier theatre community many of
those tunes can now be heard in the
same night.
The show which brings those songs
together is entitled Love Under The
Lights and is coming to the Waterloo
Stage Theatre for a short run: October

the existing Laurier affiliation. "It

22-24, 2 9 ar| d 30.

Love Under The Lights retraces the

lives of Harold and Diana, two
Broadway performers who reunite in
Diana's nursing home years after their
marriage failed and their Broadway
careers ended.
The two reminisce about their days
on Broadway, singing all the songs that
they associate with their life together in
the theatre.
The show, under the musical direction of Laurier Music Professor Leslie
De'Ath, features songs from My Fair
Lady, Camelot, Les Miserables, Cats,
Phantom of the Opera, Annie Get Your
Gun and other shows.
The story, written by Laurier's
Theatre Coordinator Leslie O'Dell, features Kevin Bradshaw as Harold and
Carol Ann Feldstein as Diana. Both performers graduated from Laurier's Voice
Program and have been working
together for years.
They often perform in concert

KATZEW

ADRIAN

singing a variety of tunes and, as O'Dell
tells, "a few years ago they approached
me to help them put together a story
that would hold those songs together...
so that it would be a bit more than a
concert, but not a full play."
After looking over the song list,
O'Dell developed Love Under The
Lights, which Bradshaw and Feldstein
have performed many times in the past
two years. To help the transition from
concert to theatre setting, the show has

gone back into rehearsal, recruiting
Adam Qualter, and Ms Theatre 200
class for technical support.
The Theatre Practicum class is comprised of Amy Neufeld, Dawn Haines,
and Sam Varteniuk who are working as
the stage manager, lighting board technician, and assistant stage manager,
respectively. Varteniuk thinks that it is a
wonderful opportunity to work in a professional space.
"There is a vast difference between

a school run and a group of people
who do it for a living. It is the difference
between amateur and professional, and
any exposure to the latter is invalu-

able."

Qualter is happy about the unique
learning environment this show pro-

vides. Part of the contentment comes
form having worked with the actors in
the past. He has known Bradshaw and
Feldstein since they were at Laurier and
says they are great to work with.

worked out well for everyone,"
explains O'Dell.
"The Theatre 200 students are currently without a 'home' theatre in which
to work because we are renovating the
new studio theatre this semester." As a
coincidence the opportunity to work in
a professional theatre could not have
come at a better time.
Laurier is not the only side that
benefits from the alliance. According to
Qualter, their involvement adds technical support to the play, which adds to
the lighting design, allows for better
sound and some background set, all of
which would cost Waterloo Stage
Theatre money.
Vartineuk agrees, claiming "The
aspect we add is the behind the scenes
functions that are vital to the success of
any performance."
Show time is 8:00p.m. and the
show runs approximately two hours.
Call the Waterloo Stage Theatre for
more information.

Congratulations
to the Men's Soccer team

on moving up to first place

in their division
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Bishop's
joins CASA

The Students'

Representative Coundl

News

Modise on aparthied

(SRQ of Bishop's University have voted
to join the Canadian Alliance of Student
Associations (CASA). Bishop's is the sec-

ond Quebec school

to

sign on as Hill

members.
"With over 50 per cent of Bishop's
students being from out-of-province
mobility is the issue," said Eric Bergeron,
SRC President "CASA's areas of focus
are exactly what students at Bishop's
see as the essential issues."
CASA covers 18 schools representing
over 275.000 students across Canada.

Funding Like
Crazy

Ontario universites win big in federal science sweepstakes. Seven of 16 targescale infrastructure grants were awarded
to various Ontario univeristies by the
Canadian Foundation for Innovation.
Totalling $8 million, the grants will fund
research projects at the University of
Toronto, Waterloo University, Ottawa
University, McMaster and Queen's.
One project at U of T, a geographic
information system research initiative,
received $273,000 in financial assistance. In the next four years the foundation is to dole out another $950 million
to eligible and worthy proposats.

TERI WHITE
Could you forgive an individual who
killed your family? Could you forgive an
individual who unjustly put your father in
jail for 30 years? Could you forgive a
government that openly treated you as
worthless?
These were some of the questions
that echoed in the minds of the audience
that listened to Billy Modise speak last
Monday night in the Maureen Forrester
Recital Halt.
Modise, the South African High
Commissioner to Canada, came to Wilfrid
Laurier to present a passionate account
of his country's search for peace and justice in the New South Africa under current President, Nelson Mandela.
According to Modise, this search
began with the implementation of
Human Rights to all.
"Apartheid was above all a gross violation of human rights," Modise said.
Modise described the process
towards peace and justice in South Africa
under President Mandela within a model
based on the concepts of truth and reconcilation.

Canadian Scrabble king. Wapnick scored
a rare triple triple to defeat his opponent
on Monday and daim the Canadian
Scrabble Championship.
For his perspicacity, Wapnick gets
$7,000 and a berth in the wortd championships. The winning word, dracaena,
is part of his 20,000 word vocabulary
and refers to an Old World tropical shrub
with swotd shaped leaves.
"I studied a lot for this and 1 know
my words pretty well," said Wapnick. "I
have 12,000 seven- or eight-letter words
memorized in sequence."

407
on the block
Highway

Before it is even completed Ontario's
highway of infemy is up for sale. The
govemmenthas introduced legislation to
allow the sale to proceed. The asking
price remains confidential information
but public records of its construction
point to a figure of approximately $1.87
billion. Of this figure the provincial government owes $1.42 billion.
"The taxpayers have financed the
construction of the 407. They own it. On
top of that, the taxpayers are being
asked to pay tolls. To me that's ridiculous," commented Privatization Minister
Rob Sampson.

Latimer back
In court

Five years and two murder trials later,
Robert Latimer (the Saskatchewan
farmer charged with killing his daughter)
is back in court. After hearing appeals
from the crown and defence, Latimer is
in the hands of Saskastchewarfs Court
ofAppeal. Latimer was charged with the
mercy killing of his disabled daughter
(she had cereberal palsy and could not
walk or talk without assistance) in 1993.

pened."
Modise stated that out of this model
arose the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of the new South Africa.
He reflected bitterly on his experience
as a black man living in South Africa during the time of Apartheid.
"We were told, 'You will never be civilized ever. You will never be equal to
us'," he said. He also explained the intolerant nature ofApartheid in South Africa.
"Apartheid crime was systematic it was
a way of life," he said.
Until 1990, Apartheid was an accept-

Ed practice in South
Africa. However, with
the release of Mandela
from prison in 1990, it
was soon abolished
and a new South Africa
was in the making during his reign. Modise
made it quite clear that,
"We did not defeat the

apartheid government,
but on the same token
they did not defeat us."
On the 50th Anniversary of the United
Nations Declaration of
Human Rights, Modise's
address opened a twoday colloquium at
Laurier entitled, Peace,
Justice and Politics: The
International Criminal
Court.
The colloquium continued on Tuesday as panelists turned
their attention to contextual issues such
as Canada's commitment to the United
Nations.
Discussions centred on the contro-

PHOT
FILE
versial 1998 Rome agreement to establish a new, permanent Internationa.
Criminal Court, and the current status ol
the agreement as it moves towards full
ratification.

Senate passes omnibus motion
KATHERINE HARDING

Dracaena for championship
Joel Wapnick nas been crowned the

In short, the making of the new
South Africa did not punish the perpetrators of Apartheid, but rather urged
them to reveal their crimes and seek forgiveness from their victims.
"We had to look beyond punishment," Modise said.
For South Africa, this was the beginning ofthe healing process. Modise stated that punishment of the perpetrators
in South Africa was like placing a bandage over a rotten wound.
"We needed to heal the country," he
said. "We needed to give the victims of
Apartheid a chance to know what hap-

Laurier is just one step away from adopting a four point grade system, abolishing

the distinction between full- and parttime status for undergraduate students,
and recasting all regulations that refer to
the year of a program.
These recommendations were part of
five recommendations the Academic
Planning Committee (APC) presented to
the University Senate last Thursday. A
sixth motion, that would have had the
University include all attempts, including
all attempts at repeated courses, when
calculating the cumulative grade point
average for all degrees and programs,
was withdrawn by the committee before
the motions were tabled.
The committee's
report, which detailed
rationale for each of
the motions, stressed
that "if approved,
these motions be in a
form that allows for
them to be implemented at the least
disruptive time for all
affected and in a manner that does not create unnecessary expense."

The five motions,
which were presented

computer system) using prerequisites
and references to class."
Other concerns
Other senators were troubled Laurier
would have to adopt the American terminology the Banner system employs to
describe year of study (freshman, sophomore, junior, senior).
University Vice-President: Academic
Rowland Smith dispelled those fears saying, "the motion does not suggest we
adopt American terms."
"What confidence do we have that
we won't have more problems as this is
built into the system," asked Senator
Doug Witmer, whose question evoked
laughter from Senate.
"This is a way of avoiding spending
money," said University Registrar and
member
of the
Academic Planning
Committee Dr. John
Metcalfe.
Student Senator
Will Chung was concerned about the significance
of the
motion
and the
seemingly abrupt way
it was being presented to Senate.
"Shouldn't there
have been a notice of
motion because of its
tegpstaf significance," asked

This is a
way of
avoiding
spending
money."

Dr. JWin Ifefecale,

Uniueristy

as an omnibus motion, produced a flurry
of response from members

of the

Senate.
Contentious motion
One of the most contentious
motions for senators was the motion to
recast all regulations that refer to the
year of a program. The APC felt that
presently it is not always clear what the
University means by "year." The committee cited in their report that while the
Calender often refers to year, it contains
no clear definition of the term. The report
suggested that "most if not all of the
work done by a reference to year can be
done in base Banner (the University's

Chung.

The
five
part
omnibus motion was eventually passed
by Senate and will now go to the
University's Board of Governors for final
approval.
After the motion was passed

Rosehart remarked, "this obviously
requires a leap of faith
the debate
demonstrates there is some anxiety.
...

The aftermath
Student Senator Will Chung is still
dissatisfied with the process used to present and pass the motion. "I think that
the apparent lack of consultation with
students and faculty on such major academic decisions reflects poorly on the

Motions approved at Senate:
Motion l. That the Editor of the Calendar modify the relevant passages of our
Undergraduate Calendar as follows: "A minimum score of 560 is required in the
print-based TOEFL, or the equivalent in its computer-based counterpart; a minimum
score of 7.0 is required on the lELTS; a minimum score of 90 is required on the

Michigan test."

Motion 2. That the following be added to the Calendar: "Entry into the programs,
options, faculties, and schools of the University is competitive. Possession of the
minimum requirements for entry does not guarantee admission." There is also
some possibility that without the amendment the University may become legally
vulnerable in such situations.
Motion 3. That the University adopt a four point grade system, and that the
University convert all progression, graduation, and related regulations currently stated in terms of a twelve-point system to language using the (BMT) 4.3-0.7 point system.

Motion^That

the University do away with the distinction between full- and parttime status for undergraduate students, and that the necessary distinction be based
on the number of courses enrolled in the relevant term.
Motion 5. That the University recast all regulations that refer to the year of a program.

administration and it speaks of the level
of importance that they place on the
opinion of students at this university."
said Chung. "It is clear that the administration places a greater emphasis on
expediency than hearing what students
and faculty have to say by the fact that
no notice for these motions was given at
the previous meeting and that they were
moved as an omnibus motion."

Student Senator Jeff Burrow disagreed with Chung.
"I had no problems with the
motion," said Burrow. "I understand
what they are trying to do."
"I'm glad they scratched the motion
about calculating cumulative grade point
averages because that one sounded like
one of convenience rather than necessity," he added.

All safe in crash
ANN BOURNE

Blood covered victims were strewn
across the shattered windshield of a
crashed car on Midcampus Road on
Tuesday morning.
Luckily nobody was hurt. The scene
was a simulated crash staged by BACCHUS Laurier as part of the National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week activities.
"Alcohol awareness is not an antidn'nking campaign," said BACCHUS
coordinator llona Piller. "It is a chance for
students to take part in some activities
that don't involve alcohol, or that promote the responsible use of alcohol, and
have fun at the same time."

Responsible drinking is an important
issue today considering that a person is
killed by a drunk driver every nine minutes in North America.
That translates into over 58,000
deaths every year.
Alcohol awareness week is organized by BACCHUS Canada, an organization started at Laurier about 15 years ago
by former Dean of Students, Fred
Mchols. ft Is now a non-profit organization that acts as a liason to akohol
awareness organizations on university
campuses across the country.
Other activities being held this week
include free give aways, and games in
the Concourse and fundraising for BACCHUS Canada at Wilfs and The Turret.
October 21,1998
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Low-key rally
KATHERINE HARDING
Despite being forced to make alternative
plans in the eleventh hour, the WLU
Students' Union still managed to organize a low-key "Student Day of Action"

last Friday.
A silent march was originally planned
in conjunction with the University of
Waterloo's student government, but
WLUSU learned early last week UW had
pulled their support, forcing the WLUSU
to make other plans.
While attendance was low for the
gathering, held in the Nichols Campus
Centre quad, Vice-President: University

Affairs Scott Harris wasn't discouraged.
"Today is a stepping stone to inform
our peers, spark interest, and start
preparations for the spring," said Harris.
"We (WLUSU) are planning to hold a big
rally in the second term maybe in collaboration with other schools."
"We want to show Mike Harris that
even conservative schools like Laurier
aren't going to take this on the chin anymore," he added.
During Friday's event, WLUSU executive and board directors in attendance
gave out 300 brochures on the state of
education in Ontario and 200 informational flyers on OSAP.
...

Board Report

"Bulge" brings big bucks in budget
ing to the board by including the figures

DAVID LABERGE

for actuals, budgeted and variance for
each student department. For profit centres, besides breaking down the revenue
and expenses, he also included last
year's actuals, this year's actuals, budgeted amounts, and any noteworthy

Liquor is in, beer is out.

Laurier students seem to be drinking
a lot more liquor at Wilfs and the Turret
reported Vice-President: Finance Devin
Grady during his report to the board
about the financial status of the Union's
profit centres and student departments.
Despite shoddy and indecipherable
overheads, Grady presented a thorough
financial statement report of the Union's
Period 1-5 figures.
Grady has spiced up period report-

variance.
The VP: Finance was also giddy to

report the Union collected $6,020 more
in Student Activity Fees than originally

budgeted. Jackpot!
For the rest ofthe meeting the board
plodded through recommendations and

WLUSP ad revenue above budget
Publications has made $30,755.66. He
noted that local advertising is above
what was originally budgeted and that
national advertising for the corporation
is up 50% from last year. On the

ASAD KIYANI

HARDING

KATHERIN

Cord News.
Now available in fresh pine scent

compliance reports from various Union
hiring committees.
The hiring committee reports were
generally uneventful except for Director
Kevin Nasir"s impromptu committee
report due to the unfortunate absence
of his notes.
If you are interested in attending a
WLUSU Board Meeting, they are held
Thursdays at 5:45 p.m. in the Students'
Union boardroom, third floor of the
Nichols Campus Centre. All are welcome
to attend. It's a great pre-party for your
wild Thursday nights.

The October 15 meeting of the WLU
Student Publications Board took place
with near-perfect attendance. This followed last week's awkward chair-movbody-shaking,
earth-quaking
ing,
attempt to maintain quorum.
The agenda was quickly ratified, but
the board was unable to ratify the previous week's minutes as they were not
prepared.
The first report of the evening was,
as always, that of President Steve
Metzger. He said that the various departments of Student Publications were
doing well, and it would be a good idea
for the department heads to occasionally join the board meetings to discuss
how their departments are getting on.
Also, next week's meeting was widely regarded as one not to miss, in anticipation of Keystone Editor Luxmen
Aloysius.
Vice-President: Finance Mike Blake
then made his presentation. Overall,
from May Ist to October 14, Student

Nothing
has be«
decided yet,
extending
the computer
purchase
S3tjj[St
appearance of the accounts payable
being $0.00, Blake summed up the

report with the all-encompassing (and
all-revealing) maxim, "That's beautiful."
After emerging from an in-camera

session, other business was taken up.
The concern was raised that some computers in Imaging Solutions may not be
able to run some of the newly bought
software. In response, a proposal has
been made to buy several new computers by January of 2000. However, nothing has been decided yet, further
extending the entire enthralling computer-purchase saga.
Also, it was recommended that the
By-Law committee (chair Brian Carey)
clarify and completely define the job
descriptions of the President and VP:
Finance. It was at this point that the
meeting was adjourned.
After the official meeting, Metzger
held an impromptu "brainstorming session" with the Directors. At this summit,
he presented the idea of "putting on
hold" the formulation of the board's
committees. Instead, the tasks of the
committees would be distributed
among the directors who were available
at the time to do the work. This
method, said Metzger, would be more
"efficient" for the board.
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The Computing and Communication Services department is inviting applications from
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qualified full-time Wilfrid Laurier students to fill the role of Student Technology Assistant. The
department is looking to hire four students who wil be available for up to ten hours per week
from November 1, 1993 until April 30, 1999.
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Reporting to the Manager of User Support, Student Technology Assistants (STAs) will assist
Laurier faculty members wishing to utilize current technology applications in the
development of classroom presentations, course home pages. Internet applications in teaching,
Quattro Pro for recording marks etc,, and other technological applications.

Moody
.

//
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Successful applicants will have a demonstrated ability to work effectively with people and have
experience with Power Point and/or Presentations software, the development of Web Home
Pages, the use of the Internet in research applications and also have experience using Quattro
Pro, WordPerfect and other software appiications.

(jg

COff€€S

Student Technology Assistants wilt be given appropriate training as required by the Computing
and Communication Services department to assist them in their responsibilities.

The rate of pay is St 1.00 per hour for up to 10 hours per week.

r~

This is a work/study program funded under Lauder's student bursary program. As such, suecessful candidates wil be required to demonstrate financial need in keeping with the
bursary program guidelines.
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Cambridge Centre Cinemas
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24 Hr. Movie info Line 7403456

Application deadline: Friday, October 30,1998.
Application forms are available from Mr. Bob Ellsworth in room 1-305 of the
Dr. Alvin Woods Building Ext. 3120
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Featuring: THX, Dolby Digital, Stadium Seating, Centre Cafe,
Cyber City Interactive Game Room
Redeem this coupon with your University I.D.
and be admitted for $4.25
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Events aimed at ending violence
PATRICIA LANCIA

ailows victims of violence a chance to
create t-shirts with anti-violence images.
These t-shirts, which are colour coded
according to the type of violence experienced, are then used to draw attention
to related issues.
For some people the t-shirts may
come across as rather graphic. However,
as Margaret Nally, Chair of the organizing
committee, points out, "I think ifs okay
to disturb people and upset people,
especially surrounding this topic." since
it will draw attention to the problem.
"Until people are aware of the issues
surrounding violence, ifs hard to make a
move to change it," said Kim Decker,
Executive Director of the Cambridge
YWCA. "We need to be open about violence."
Sponsored by The Mutual Group, the
committee is made of representatives
from shelters, counseling services, safety
councils, and student groups from the KWand Cambridge areas. Among those
volunteering is the WLU Women's Centre.

pating in violence, both verbal and phys-

ical.
In the hope of ending violence altogether, people are being asked to live for one
week without observing or participating
in violence, be it verbal or physical.
"It's not just against women
it's
said
women, youth, immigrants . .
Laura Roberts, a member of the board of
directors at Anselma House.
The focus of this year's Week Without
Violence is on youth and addresses verbal, physical, and systemic violence.
"Ideally, it's a preventative thing to
try to have some influence on people in
their formative years," said Hamilton.
"Many youth feel the Young
Offenders Act is a very violent act, that
it's violent against them," said Hamilton
of the scope of the issue.
-

-

According to committee volunteers,
the Week Wthout Violence is an effort to
build solutions to violence in local communities. The public is asked to live for
one week without observing or partici-

"The goal is for people to avoid vio-

lence for one week," said Dale Hamilton,
Coordinator of the Week "Without
Violence committee. "Hopefully, in the
long run, it will lead to a lifetime of nonviolence."
The international event, now in its
third year, is an initiative of the YWCA,
but as Hamilton points out, "ifs a community event. You need lots of different
voices because it's such a broad topic."
Forty-two YWCA and YMCA-YWCAs
across Canada will hold a variety of community-based activities and initiatives to
create awareness of issues of violence.
Along with panel discussions and
presentations on violence, the week's
activities will include a theatrical event
staged at Faiiview Park Mall on Saturday
afternoon, and a Clothesline Project at
venues in the K-W area.
The Clothesline Project, which will
also be displayed in the Concourse,

Happy Birthday Laurie*
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Marketing, advertising, and promotion
management

'

Leading-edge curriculum
Co-op work term (optional)
Targeted at university graduates

iTo receive Program literature/
application form, phone in reference to

Fax:
a

(

905 ) 81 5-4043

Email: sheridan@minacs.com
Web: www.sheridanc.on.ca/academic/business/
marketmgmt/mrktmgmt.htm
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public relations
position

Anyone interested in arranging
promotions, creating promotional

functions for WLUSP may pick
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office, 3rd floor, Fred Nichols
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Campus Centre.
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International

Congolese

charged

ex-officials

A court in Brazzaville, Congo, charged a
former president and dozens of other
ex-government officials of several
counts of assassination, torture, rape,
theft, and fraud. Congo's public prosecutor, Seka, read the charges against

the

ioo

members of the

recently

removed government last Friday.
Among those charged are former
president Ussouba, former prime minister Kolelas and former finance minister Moungounga. Most of the; men
charged are now in exile.
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Jurors elected
The General Assembly of the United
Nations elected jurors on Friday. They
will serve on a new three-judge trial
chamber being added to the
International War Crimes Tribunal for
the foimer Yugoslavia. The jurors were
elected from Australia, Jamaica and
Morocco. The main war crimes tribunal
was set up in 1993 to try people connected to; the crimes in the former
'Yugoslavia.
Cottrictf decided to add
another tribunal to deal with the enor-
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last Friday, the Russian and
Belarussian defense ministers said they
would start extending: closer military
ties. Russian defense minister Sergeyev
said his nation, and Belarus "have the
legal basis to pool their capabilities in
the military-political sphere to work to
counter the eastward expansion of
NATO."
Both countries oppose NATO's
expansion to include former socialist
nations and strongly oppose the threat
of NATO airstrikes; against Yugoslavia,
in the past, Russia and Belarus have
formed a loose customs union and say
this will help integrate more in matters
political, military and economic.

Nations Security Council.
The race to secure a two year term
on the prestigious decision making body
started early in 1997. Three countries
entered into the race,
Canada, the Netherlands
and Greece. These three
were competing for two
positions in the catch-all
group of countries know
as Europe and Others.
Campaigning involved a
considerable amount of
diplomatic discussions,
meetings and entertainment events.
During the campaign
which kicked off in May,
the Canadian delegation
to the UN devoted much
of its efforts to the cause.
Among other things,
Canadian
diplomats
worked corridors and
meeting rooms at the UN
headquarters, as well as
offering tickets in New
York to Canada's Cirque
du Soleil.
Canada received 131 of the 174 votes.
nations.
The Dutch delegation also spent
This was four more votes than Canada
The biggest opposition to Canada's
collected the last time it took a council campaign probably came from Europe.
money on entertainment, but were much
more frugal than Canada. Greece on the
seat in 1989. However only 159 countries
This was mentioned by Canada's UN
other hand, had a considerably different voted at that time. The Netherlands ambassador, Mr. Fowler. Overall, the vote
campaign style. Theirs was considered received 122 votes. This was only five
showed that Canada had a broad base
low key by many UN diplomats until July more votes than the 117 needed for the of support around the world. Axworthy,
when they played host to scores of UN two-thirds majority. Greece, only mansaid that it was a 'Very satisfying feeling
diplomats on a cruise through the
that [Canada] had that kind of consenaged to receive 87 votes. When asked
Aegean Islands.
who Canada's main support came from,
sus."
Voting for the two seats took place
on October 9th with countries being
declared the winner if they secured twothirds of the votes cast. Not all nations
belonging to the General Assembly had
the opportunity to vote. In a press statement two days before the vote, General
Assembly spokeswoman Jadranka
Mihalic said that of the 185 member
\
Pllllll
nations of the UN, 174 were eligible to
vote. Thirteen members owed two or
more years in back dues, making them
"'xV:':
ineligible. If these nations had pressed
the matter, they could have received spe'
''IP''' • '•■
P.'
.
;'
x'x>
■
cial permission from the Assembly to | ' s:S^;:' i'■'•
vote.
Before the first round of voting,
V.:..'-xx.x
a
runner.
Canada was considered front
Several UN delegates and observers stated that Canada's chances for a seat were
excellent. Among the three nations vying
for the seats, Canada and The
Netherlands boasted strong peacekeeping presences and their skillful backroom politicking at the UN did not go
unnoticed.

Along with the five permanent members of the UN (United States, Britain,
Russia, China and France), Canada and
The Netherlands will be joining recently
elected Malaysia, Namibia and Argentina.
These three countries were chosen by
consensus among the countries of Asia,
Africa and the Latin America-Caribbean
group. The remaining five
countries on the'ls member
Security Council are Brazil,
Bahrain, Gabon, Gambia
and Slovenia. They each
have one year left of their
two year terms.
Canada has held a
Security Council seat once
every decade of the United
Nations fifty year history.
the campaign,
During
Canada stated it would
push hard for reforms that
would make the secretive
council more accountable,
open and democratic. A
press release from the
Foreign Affairs office stated
that with their new seat on
the Security Council,
Canada hoped to use the
forum to further its foreign
FILE policy goals. Some of
these include global action on such
humanitarian issues as land mines, small
arms, war criminals, the exploitation of
women and children, and environmental
problems that transcend national borders.
Canada will begin its two-year term
on January first, and will take over the
presidency of the council on February

'

;

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy
could not specify. However, he mentioned that Canada probably received
major support from the 35 countries in
the Americas as well as obtaining solid
support in Africa, the Middle East and
Asia. Canada was officially supported by
Mexico, China and various Pacific-Island
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In an attempt to end the long hostility
towards each other, Japan gave an
emotional apology to South Korea
early last week. Prime Minister Obuchi
of Japan told visiting South Korean
President Jung, that his nation
"expressed deep remorse and extended a heartfelt apology [for inflicting]
heavy damage and pain Con Koreans]."
The speech was referring to Japan's violent wartime actions and the harsh 35year colonial arte in Korea,

Earlier this month, Canada .ended its
long campaign for a seat on the United

Even with these advantages many
Canadian delegates remained calm during the voting. Andras Vamos-Goldman,
a political officer at Canada's UN mission
said that it was important to be optimistic, but not complacent.
After first round voting Canada and
The Netherlands were declared winners.

:

Japanese apology

OLIVER MARTIN

■

1

The Leonids meteor storm, expected
on November 17, couid potentially
harm the 650 or so satellites in the
Earth's orbit, Researchers at University
of Western Ontario are monitoring the
storm, ; Banking, cell phones, pagers,
the internet, broadcasting, navigation
and military satellites could be affected.
The university scientists say the
satellites could be damaged as they
pass through the storm. The meteor
storm is composed of millions of sandgrained sized particles travelling at
about 260,000 km/K

•

Armageddon?

Canada wins seat on
UN Security Council

:

World
Watch
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The greatest editorial ever?
Yep, thafs right: the greatest editorial ever. And
from one so young. Wow. The people will come
in throngs to adore this Muirgi after having read
his deftly penned manifesto. Those with an itch
for the pen will fling it down in praise to the better workman and engage themselves in sycophantic self-deprecation with no other occupation but despair.
Having modestly prefaced my prose, I
humbly entreat my reader to anticipate a sound
ravishing of the ear and stomach.
But first, what makes a good editorial? Rule
one: discard all lofty intentions of making a difference or of taking a stand. The purpose of the
editorialist is to take an insignificant and wholly
unobjectionable issue and beat the hell out of it;
important or serious subject matter just gets in
the way.
Rule two: determine your issue and stance
the day, or preferably the hour before, the paper
goes to print. This is important as it precludes indepth analysis or thought-provoking research
which invariably clouds judgment.
Rule three: avoid drafts; information straight
from the top of your head is always unadulterated gold refining it further would make the
product lethally pure (like \foncouver heroin) and
render the reader profoundly confused.
Rule four: write in a noisy environment conducive to distraction; other conversations are literally gold-mines of material the backside of my
ass is my crotch and aid in concentration.
Rule five: don't write on a Thursday.
Thursdays are vile things that were invented by
a capricious god intent on manufacturing a fog
-

of stupor from which things like dance music
and big shoes materialized like the stench of a
dead rodent.
Rule six: punctuation and grammar don't
count. Sometimes the sheer brilliance of your
ideas cannot be accurately communicated with
conventional language rules (ie., "the law is so
misguided, it contrafabulates the scientosity of
gynecoformical that serration").

The puipose of
an editorialist is
to take an
insignificant issue
and beat the hell
out of it
Rule seven: take frequent breaks to congratulate yourself on such an impressive synthesis of
thought. You should be proud of your ideas and
opinions regardless of their content. This can be
reflected in the vocalization of phrases like: "I'm
so good, so good, SO GOOD, SO GOOD," or "it's
like there's an orgasm in my head."
Rule eight: treat these rules as if they were
the gospel truth by adhering to them religiously.
Failure to do so may result in accolades, commendations and even, god-forbid, critical

Attacks on
teachers' unions
misplaced

Ripping pages
out of books?
You're evil!

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
It seems that this year more people than ever are
ripping pages out of books, both on Reserve and
on the regular shelves. People have also been
taking books off the shelves and hiding them so
that no one else can use them. Likewise, people
have been purposefully putting microfilm microfiche back in the wrong boxes.
This poses a serious problem. When items
are put in the wrong area of the shelves, they are
essentially lost to all patrons. It could take years
for them to be found. Ripping pages out of
books is against the entire spirit of scholasticism
and collegiality that libraries operate on.
A library is an institution dedicated to the
preservation of knowledge for all people. People

I would like to comment

on Sarah Schiefer's
opinion column from last week. Simply, I think
her attacks on the teachers' unions are mis-

placed.
While she offhandedly commented on cuts to
the arts, it seems she willingly suspended, or did
not possess, real knowledge of the destruction
done to education in Ontario by our Tory government.
Let's put some perspective on this issue. The
premier came on television last October to inform
the people of Ontario that education was suffering due to a tack of standardized evaluation
processes.
In the same breath, he told us that our students' skills ranked among the lowest in Canada.
Do I sense any inconsistency?
Our premier spends tax dollars on expensive
advertisement campaigns, which are designed to
tell us why there isn't enough money to continue funding essential services according to the old
design.
Does anyone else wonder why he didn't
spend that money for the hiring of new teachers,
rather than for the spreading of Conservative
rhetoric?
Finally, I think ifs shameful that teaching, one
of the most sacred professions, is being treated
as an expendible resource.
Teachers have been left with few options
besides job action. This is unfortunate, but a reality. As we all know, the work of teachers extends
well beyond the classroom.
Common sense dictates that you don't
"improve" a system by stripping it of more than
one billion dollars.
Perhaps that new Tory buzz phrase, "Putting
Kids First..." should be put in its proper perspective: ahead of the sad, but more accurate, disclaimer, "As soon as we balance the budget."

John Michael Connelly
| October 21,1998

Having thus instructed you in the intricate
ways of the editorial, I now present you with the
only editorial you'll ever have to read, modestly
entitled, "An audience with a genius as he discusses the preeminence of certain foodstuffs
over others of an exact decrepitude."
Bacon is good; so is ice cream. I have often
wondered why such a natural pairing has not
had its icy and greasy histories intimately welded into the 32nd flavour: baconscotch ripple.
There are others out there, I know, who feel the
same way. Our passion will not be delayed any
longer. I am calling for a reappraisal cf society.

For I do not wish to live any longer in a community that continues, with a reckless cavalier
attitude, to give obvious privilege to some

flavours and spurn others of manifest merit.
The silent majority will no longer tacitly support the oligarchical regime that upholds the
doctrine that only 31 flavours there will be. I
leave you with these ominous words of warning,
from Thomas Hardy, who was known to enjoy a
cone or two in his day, "As the bacon frew (past
tense of fry) so in icy stature grew the ice cream
too."

Just to explain, that feeling in the pit of your
stomach is a crude hybrid of jealousy and mirth.
After being so ably entertained you're sick with
envy at the skill of the better workman.
JAMES MUIR
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those ofThe Cord Staff, the editorial board, or WLUSP.

Letters to the Editor

who destroy, steal or conceal books have no
place even entering a library. I hope everyone
reading this takes this to heart.

Jonathan Strang
Library Patron and Employee

Sports fans aren't
degenerates

Ed (among other things) that Laurier is full of
people "sadly in need of maturity," simply
because they play or watch sports.
He went on to describe sports as "non-productive activities" and the people who play them
as "overgrown children" who should be "chastised more than rooted for."
Apparently Mr. McNeil would have us simply
watch old reruns ofThe Facts Of Life and ponder
infinity rather than enjoy some physical activity.
I am far from being an athlete, but I certainly enjoy watching a good hockey game or throwing a football around, as do many Laurier students, I'm sure.
Playing or watching a sport does not make
one a mindless idiot; improving your physical
health by staying active is far from being nonproductive.
So I just have a few questions for you, Mr.
McNeil: You stated that you have "a heart rate of

56-58 beats per minute."
How exactly did you get your heart rate that
low without participating in some "non-productive activity," anyway?

Secondly, what right do you have to call
sports fans a bunch of degenerates?
Sports are just a hobby. You must have a
hobby, John.
There must be people somewhere who think
that whatever it is you do in your spare time is
dull, mind-numbing and that only a complete
moron would want to participate in it.
So I'm curious: who exactly declared you the
authority on all that is good and proper?
Where do you get offtelling people that what
they do to relax or God forbid to further school
pride is a juvenile waste of time?
-

Dear Editor,
This letter is directed toward one John McNeil,
who in the October 7th edition of The Cord stat-

letters policy:
All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student
identification number, and telephone
number.
All letters will be printed with the
author's name. Letters can be printed
without the authors name with permission from the EIC.
The Cord comes out on Wednesdays.
Letters must be received by Monday at
•

•

•
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acclaim.

-

Adam Coe
on disk, or via e-mait at
22cord@mach1.wlu.ca.
Letters must be typed or easily legible, double spaced and can not
exceed 300 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit
any letter. Spelling and grammar will
be corrected.
The Cord reserves the right to reject
any letter; in whole or in part, that is
in violation of existing Cord policies.
4:30,
•

•
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Tuned Out

More Importantly

Raising a nation
of morons
ANDREW WHITE

THOMAS MAC KAY
My friend Craig recently put into very well chosen words something that had been fermenting in my mind for a while: "You go out to a
bar to watch television. We're raising a nation
of morons."
He was addressing a crowd of yahoos
who were hollering at an NTM game while he
was performing, but I think the sentiment carries nicely into all walks of life.
The television set seems to be as übiquitous as air, and almost as transparent. It is in
almost every bar, restaurant and club you
visit. It is starting to make an appearance in
coffee shops, and crowding out the wares in
store displays. It is replacing the soothing
ersatz jazz that has come to be the soundtrack for our life in most institutions.
What happens when television starts staring unblinkingly at your little circle of friends

at the bar?
To find out, follow the trend of conversation. At first, conversation likely continues as
it did before you were seated. Then members
of the group phase in and out of conversation as the moving pictures and bright colours
tug at their peripheral vision. They don't
intend to do this; they may never consciously think "I am watching television now."
Inevitably, conversation loses all flow, and
becomes occasional comments about what is
on the screen. It is practically impossible to
avoid it, and it rarely occurs to people to fry.
After all, television does form the bulk of our
shared cultural experience.
Television presented in this manner also
has an unfair advantage over regular socializing. Few people are wit-made-flesh; fewer still
have teams of writers slaving over their lightest utterance.
Every person on television has their lines
piped to them, often massaged for weeks to
be just right. The person across the table is
going to seem dull by comparison.
The implications of the übiquitous television may not be earth-shattering. After all,
people are still getting out and spending time
in the company of other people. However, it
becomes yet another space where real experience becomes preempted for prepackaged

Over the Thanksgiving long weekend,
Premier Mike Harris demonstrated
once again that quality public health
care is not a priority in his neo-consetvative cost cutting 'revolution.' As
evety health care worker in Harris'
Ontario is aware, long weekends
translate into long lineups in emergency rooms. During the weekend, 24
out of 25 emergency rooms in Toronto
were turning people away. Six wouldn't even accept the most critically ill

patients.
Liz Witmer, Minister of Heath, fumbled by continuing to delay on providing hospitals with the $225 million
recommended by the Health Care
Restructuring Commission for emer-

that the money would find its way to
hospitals.
Last April's emergency room overcrowding was blamed on a bad flu
season. The continued shortage of
beds over the summer was blamed
on exceptionally good weather. Still
no funding. If the Tories can't manage
our health care system during the best
of times, when will they be able to

provide for the health and well being
of Ontario tax payers?
The truth is that Harris manufactured this emergency room crisis by

Letter to the Editor

Canadian
Oxford

Dictionary

clarification

Dear Editor,

I enjoyed reading the article about Alex
Bisset and the Canadian Oxford
Dictionary, and I was pleased to see
your ample coverage of his visit to
Laurier.
For the record, however, I would like
to clarify one or two points. The article
states: "Weldon concluded by wagering
that, with the exception of the Loyalist
movement into Canada in 1783, the

B©py

experience.

We have already suffered this in our
homes, where the television tends to go on
when you walk in the door, and go off when
you can't see it anymore.
Bit by bit, our social connections, kept
alive by association and conversation, disappear into the banalities of Jerry Seinfeld and
his self-absorbed acquaintances.

publishing of the COED in June of this
year was the single most important
event of Canadian literary history."
I think "wagering" is the wrong
word, and I said nothing about
Canadian literary history. What I actually said was that "with the exception of
the migration of the United Empire
Loyalists to Canada in 1783, the publication of the Canadian
Oxford
Dictionary in June, 1998 was the single
most important event in the history of

Canadian English."
The Canadian Oxford Dictionary represents the most thorough and complete record of our Canadian variety of
the English language to date. I'll bet
my hat on that.

transferring $800 million dollars from
hospitals to fund a tax cut for the rich.

If you think that the Liberals are
going to change anything, you're
wrong. During the 1995 election the

current Liberal leader stated that there
was
enough
the
hosmoney in

pital system, and
savings could be
found. More impor-

-

Small vision,
large
disaster

gency services. On April 20, she stated that the $225 million would be
available in 90 days.
Mike Harris said the delay in getting the cash flowing was due to a
backlog of red tape and paperwork.
This is the same Premier who managed to ram Bill 160, the most
destructive, repugnant, vengeful and
chaotic editing of the Education Act,
into law in under a week!
The excuses continued until this
week, when it was finally announced

Because the health care system is
failing, reinvestment must occur now
before everything totally collapses.
The truth is, our hospitals can't afford
Harris' $5.5 billion tax cut. Harris
should claw back the tax cut to the
top 6% of wage
earners who are
receiving 25% of
the tax cut.
This
would
mean $1.5 billion
to pay for more
nurses and beds,
put an end to the
emergency room
crisis and rebuild
Ontario's reputation of having the
finest health care system in Canada.
Ontario voters can not make the
same mistake twice. Voting for the
Ontario Liberals over the Harris Tories
would be like drinking an entire case
of Blue Light instead of Labatt's Blue.
You get drunk a little slower, but the
next day you are just as sick.

Quality health
care is not a
priority in
Harris*
"revolution"

tantly, the Ontario
Liberals fully support the Federal
Liberal government
who slashed transfer payments to
Ontario by $2.5 billion dollars.
Six months ago, the Liberals stated that they were going to use Harris'

budget surplus for health care and
education. Now, after the Asian financial crisis, there is no surplus, yet the
Liberals still promise to increase
healthcare spending. Do you trust
Liberal promises anymore?

Cord Opinion;
Giving you the false

impression that your

ideas matter.

Jim Weldon

Department of English
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Sleep deprivation and you
JANETTE ROY
There is an obvious correlation between
sleep and health. On an eveiyday level,
we know that when you go for two
nights cramming for an exam, the
evening of the third day often comes
with the symptoms of a cold.
Even/day there is a war going on
around us. The good guys are the many
defense systems of our body and the
bad guys are the potentially infectious

microbes.
Our body represents a host to thrive
in where food and fluids are plenty. To
win this battle, these microbes must
breach several lines of defense, the
strongest being our immune system.
It is common knowledge that when
we become ill, we also become very
sleepy. This is because our organs are
working extra fast in order to beat this
infection and overcome it.
Sleep shuts down other organs that
are not as important at the time and
devotes all of its energy to the area of
importance, fighting the infection.
It is strongly believed by doctors that
sleep is a part of the body's defense
strategy as the immune system becomes
more active during sleep.
Studies show that if you are
deprived of sleep for only eight hours
and then are challenged with infectious
microbes, the antibody response is
weak. Futhermore the defense response
is still below normal three days later. This
is quite important for the university stu-

dent as they are often severely sleep
deprived. Here are some suggestions to
aid your sleeping patterns:
1. Establish a regular bedtime and rising
time, and stick to them. A regular bedtime and rising time can help you stabilize your internal clocks. Select a bedtime
that's good and natural for you. Don't

change your bedtime and rising time on
weekends. Reprogramming your sleep
rhythms for two days doesn't do much
to help you erase sleep debt, and it
throws off your sleep-wake cycles.
2. Avoid physical and mental stimulation
just before sleep. But don't avoid sex
(more to come). Physical exertion too
close to bedtime energizes your body's
systems by stimulating the release of
adrenaline. Mental stimulation includes
any activity that taxes your mind or gets
your thoughts racing, such as watching
an action-packed movie.
Similarity, planning tomorrow's
schedule, reviewing for tomorrow's
exam, or reading a chapter from an emotional book before turning out the light
does not give you adequate time to disengage from mental activity before trying

to sleep.
3. Try sex. Bet you thought you'd never
read that in the paper. Actually, research
shows sexual stimulation releases
endorphins, hormones that make you
mellow and relaxed. Making love just
before you and your partner (and this
does not include the person you just
picked up at the bar) go to sleep can be
a true sleep inducer, but it works only if

HAR IS

BEN
you gain satisfaction from it.

gram or saying prayers.

4. Keep the bedroom for sleeping and sex
only. If you use your bedroom as a place
to eat, watch TV, read, talk on the phone,
fight, or discuss weighty matters with
your partner, break that habit to get better sleep. Sleep therapists insist that if

6. Determine how many hours you
should be sleeping. To detennine your
ideal length of sleep, factor in these con-

our minds associate any functions other

than sleep and sex with the bedroom,
we're asking for sleep problems.
5. Develop sleep rituals. We train children to have sleep rituals and cue them
by saying "It's time to get ready for bed."
But as adults, most of us forget to continue the process in our own lives.
Sleep rituals run the gamut, from taking the garbage out or the dog for a
walk to watching a certain news pro-

In my opinion...
SHELLBIE WILSON

Remember those high school presentations we went to in order to decide
which university we wanted to attend?
The enthusiastic Laurier reps told us
how it's such a great school, how there
are so many ways to get involved and
what a strong co-op program was
offered. I'm not disputing any of the
above facts. They're all true. They simply
neglected to mention that there's more
involved than signing on the dotted line.
First of all there is the Laurier co-op
program. Applications, as most of you
know, are due in the spring and, from
those, certain applicants are chosen for
an interview in the fall. From this list a
qualified, privileged few make the cut.
just a couple of examples: of 439
Business and Economics Co-op applicants, only 230 are offered the program,
many of whom depend on the work
experience that co-op provides. "I chose
this university for it's strong co-op program," says a disappointed second year
business student who fell under the axe.
"Without that work related experience,
I'm afraid I won't have the qualifications
business' are looking for when I graduate." The Arts and Science Co-op wasn't
any lighter in its cuts. Six English students, out of 20 granted an interview
made the program 30 percent. As any
student hoping to go into teaching or
journalism knows
experience is an
can't
you
be
without.
asset
The problem lies in the fact that students don't find out they didn't make
co-op until they are already a year into
their program. It may be a good idea to
take some courses and make sure that
--

-
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major you're in is the major you
want to pursue. Granted, this is a key
reason in applying for co-op at the end
of first year. However, for those that
base their choice of university on co-op
programs and find themselves without
the option, they tend to feel shafted.
method of
In contrast to
second year acceptance, or rejection,
many Ontario universities have their students apply for co-op directly from high

the

They simply
neglected to
mention that
there is more
involved than
signing on the
dotted tine.
school. That way, a student knows from
the beginning the program is there for
them.
Then there are the extra-curriculars.
There are innumerable organizations,
groups, teams and committees at WLU.
Good luck getting into them though. On
one hand, it's incredible the number of
student volunteers there are. This is
great, unless of course, you're not
already involved. The process of getting
into the "volunteer scene" is not only
one of patience, but frustration. To begin
with there is interview after meticulous
interview... Then you check "the list" to

see that your student ID number is not
posted. Some people are lucky, others it

takes longer...a lot longer.
Some people are suckers for punishment and keep going. Others give
up, discouraged from their efforts.
Unfortunately, the harsh reality is that
the ratio of applicants to the number of
positions available is anywhere between
three to one, all the way up to eight to
one. Needless to say, the odds aren't
great.

In terms of co-op, getting turned
down doesn't necessarily signify the end
of your career opportunities. Find a job
related to your field on your own.
Nobody's going to hold your hand in

"the real world."
If you need a little direction there's
always Lauder's Career Services. Another
option is to volunteer in a related position. Get experience through your own
initiative. As a student wanting to get
involved in extra-curriculars you have
two options: get frustrated and swear
off volunteering altogether, or work your
way in. Try to gain experience by volunteering for something that doesn't
require a stressful interview process.
Volunteer outside the school or even for
things such as Laurier Day or the Winter
Carnival Event Staff. They're fun and a
great way to meet a lot of people. Then,
of course when interview time rolls
around again, swallow the urge to skip
out and apply again.
Flaving learned from experience, you

may even realize that a little hard work,
a lot of originality and a genuine desire
to get involved can get your foot in the
door to just about anything even at
-

Laurier.

siderations:
how many hours you slept on average
as a child
how many hours' sleep you require to
awake naturally (when you have not
been overtired) without an alarm set
how many hours you must sleep so as
not to experience daytime sleepiness.
7. Don't go to bed too early. Older people
often go to bed too early; this only adds
to the problem of fragmented sleep;
consequently, their overall sleep is shal•

•

•

lower.
The fact is, if you have determined

that your normal steep profile is eight
hours, sleeping for ten only spreadsout
the eight and results in interrupted and
less satisfying sleep. Further, since your
body normally lets you sleep only the
number of hours it needs, if you're going
to bed too early, you will likely awake
too early as well.
8. Take a warm bath within two hours of
bedtime. A twenty minute warm, soaking
bath at a temperature of about 100-102
degrees Fahrenheit not only is a great
relaxer at day's end, but also raises your
core body temperature by several

degrees.
The ensuing drop in body temperature will natiftally initiate drowsiness and
sleep.

wherehantgo
Artist's Reception
Wednesday, October 21
3:00-4:00 pm
Presentation of the recent paintings
of Doug Adams. (October 20 through
until November 7)

Job Search

at their BBQ.

Just For Laughs

Saturday, October 24
Wlifs
Hypnotism with Blair Robertson.

Tailgate Patty

Thursday, October 22 1030-4130am
Career Services

Saturday, October 24

Lecture

Stadium Very Special Budweiser Tailgate
Party with a free T.V. give-away.

Thursday, October 22 730-930 pm
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall
Bob Rae, former Ontario Premier
and leader of the Ontario Democratic
Party: "Social Democracy: Without
Illusions". For more information, contact
the Faculty of Social Work at ext. 2028.
No admission charge.

Conference
October 22-23
The Third Annual Laurier Conference
on business and professional ethics
"Educating the Ethical Professional".
$225 for both days, $150 for one day,
$35 for faculty. For more information,
contact Ann Galea, ext. 2623.

Public Service Commission
Testing
Saturday, October 24

9:00 am, 1:00 pm, 330 pm
U of Waterloo, Math & Computer
81dg.Rm.4041

BBQ
Saturday, October 24 afternoon
Fred Nichols Campus Centre Quad
Support the Student Alumni Association

Witfs
Golden Hawks vs. Mac University

Letterman's Bash
Saturday, October 24
Turret

Lo-Fi Coffeehouse
Sunday, October 25 7:00-11:00 pm
WitPs

How to Explore your Career

Options

Monday, October 26 1230-130 pm
Career Services

Networking/Informational
interviewing
Tuesday, October 27 530-630 pm
Career Services

Assessing your Skills
Interests

&

Wednesday, October 28
11304230pm
Career Services

Resume/CACEE Workshops

Thursday, October 29

1130-1230 pm PlOl9

si

The future is play
JEFFREY FILA
If you have ever thought remote controls, Marvel Comic Books, and video
games were the right media to help you
develop the mind set and insights
needed to survive in today's rapidly
changing world, you are not atone.
In "Playing the Future," Micheal
Rushkoff argues that what has traditionally been described as "Kids'
Culture" can teach everyone "how to
survive in an age of chaos."
Much of what Rushkoff talks about
in "Playing the Future" is beyond the
scope of this article, which is ultimately
about career information, but one thing
he says fits very well.
That is, linear thinking is on the
wane. As is evidenced by the rise of
snowboarding, crossover comic books,
and rampant channel surfing, kids and
youth culture value and support discontinuous endevours.
Just think about it. The traditional

television sitcom is a fairly linear affair
with almost predictable beginnings,
middles, and conclusions. However,
most television watchers can, and often
do, watch several shows at one sitting,
thereby fragmenting linear programs
into discontinuous visual bites.
So, television and kids culture are
important when one considers employment and career-related issues because
employment itself is no longer linear.
Twenty years ago, it was reasonable
to expect that you would be hired by
one big company and that if you
worked hard and did a good job you
would work your way up the corporate
ladder.
Today, that simply is not true. Most
of us will work for several different organizations, perhaps including our own.
Many will pursue somewhere
between five to seven different careers
in their lifetime. With the rise of parttime and contract work, many of us will
be working several jobs at once and will

at one point in our working lives go
through periods of re-education and
unemployment.
Despite, and also paradoxically
because of, the relative uncertainty of
career paths and job features, I believe
that it is a critical mistake not to plan for
the future.
A good career plan is not a chronological step-by-step blueprint but rather
a general road map that, with some
modifications, will help you get from

here to there.
In my mind, knowing that there are
several employment destinations for
you and that there is work you can do
now to assist in your journey is crucial
for ongoing career success.
With this in mind, start each
endeavour with one eye on the present
and the benefits of your current position, and another on the future and
what you can do now to help you prepare for that next change in position or
employer.

Quesadillas

Be

prepared to continuously
upgrade your skills and experience
because work and technology change
rapidly and skills can be out-dated in
just a few years. Be dynamic!
Initially, at least, when most of us
think about going through so many
jobs and careers, it can be intimidating.
From experience, I know that many people treasure the security and certainty
one would get from working for one
company for twenty or forty years.
As is evidenced by the relatively
fixed career path of some public school
teachers, life-long job security is still
possible, but, for most of us, it is
improbable.
It is important to remember that
with the challenges of today's job market also comes a greater variety in the
scope and range of positions, increased
opportunities
for entrepreneurial
endeavours, and the possibility to recreate your workshelf several times over.
So, get out there and get surfing!

Prep: 10 min
Bake: 5 min
Makes 6 servings
-

■'zW&

if
;p cups shredded Cheddar cheese (8 oz.)
6 flour tortillas (8-10 inches in diameter)
1 smail tomato, chopped (1/2 cup)
1/4 cup chopped green onions

2 tbsp canned, chopped green chilles

Chopped fresh parsley
Shredded cooked beef, chicken or
beans (optionaO
||. Heat oven to

350 degrees

Z Sprinkle 1/3 cup of the cheese evenly
over half of each tortilla. Top cheese with
remaining ingredients. Fold tortilla over
filling. Place on ungreased cookie sheet
3. Bake about 5 min or just until cheese
is melted. Serve whole or in wedges.

Happy Birthday Scorpio
Public You:

Careen

For the next two years, expansive Jupiter
helps you let the world know about your
lovable quirks and unbeatable strengths.
Expect to attract all kinds of fascinating
and fun people.

You may feet underappreciated in your
current job, but stay put for now. Come
June, let the resumes fly. Your determination will attract plenty of offers.

you want from them if you take a
straightforward approach.

Romance:

Private You:
Unsettling Uranus in your house of mental well-being through 1999 causes you
to question everything.
Prepare to experience the true gift of
Uranus: liberation and independence.

With your ruler, passionate Pluto, fired up
by the romantic Sun from the end of
November through December, your suspicious attitude melts away, which makes
you that much more attractive.
Attached Scorpios: Even Saturn
reminds you to quit being so manipulative. You're much more likely to get what

RESTAURANT

Are You a True Scorpio?

-

If at least two statements below don't
describe you, your moon or ascendant is
probably in a conflicting sign.
1. You let someone who's hurt you win
you back then turn around and walk out
the door, slamming it in their face.
2. There's no middle ground for you it's
either love it or hate it.
3. You would much rather be called mysterious than hot.
4. At parties, you often snoop into the
host's medicine cabinets.

,

-

get 11b FREE (after Bpm)
607 King St. West
Kitchener, Ont. N2K IC7

-

744-7557

-

-
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•Monday night buy 11b wings
-Wednesday 2 for 1 fajita

HAS YOUR

MEATLOAF
LOST ITS O
TASTEf
U

We only sell what we
<^
ourselves

By-Election Student
Position on Senate
Jay Tredway has been acclaimed to the Undergraduate Student
Senate Position. Jay's term will begin immediately and will
continue through April, 1999.
Congratulations!

.

BUY
SELL
TRAOE
AT THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF USED CDS
WE OFFER THE

385 Fairway Road St.,

The election scheduled for October 26,27 and 28
recently mentioned in the Cord is, therefore, no longer necessary.

KITCHENER
(Canadian Tire Plaza)

893-2464

402 King Street N„

WATERLOO

(Between Harvey's & Burger King)

884-7376

FOR YOUR USED CDS

415 Hespler Road,

CAMBRIDGE
(Across from McDonald's)

23 Wellington Road E.,

GUELPH

(Across from Wendy sf

622-7774 823-5341
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SARAH RIDLEY
Everyone loves to hate the fashion
industry. It's just about a bunch of
superthin, superdone models strutting
around in clothes no real person would
wear, isn't it? Doesn't it just encourage
people to strive for the unattainable
ideal that it glorifies?
I think everyone has, at some time,
heard all about the "beauty myth," and
how society tells us we must all be thin
and beautiful to have worth.
It is probably general knowledge by
now that this perception is wrong and
harmful. rvlany of us are probably sick to
death of hearing about it.
That doesn't mean the false ideal has
been eliminated, it just means more
people are smarter about it. They don't
buy into the mantt9 of, "Buying these
clothes and looking like this model is the
key to happiness."
It's an easy call, because models
don't represent average people anyway they look too perfect, too 'Barbie doll' to
be real. At least they used to.
I was recently flipping through an
issue of Vogue magazine, and I was surprised at the models in the ads. I used
to look at fashion magazines while waiting in my orthodontisfs office, back in

ROSS BULLEN
!Anybody who has ever met me in person is
quick to discern that I really don't pay that
much heed towards body image. Quite
frankly, my physical appearance has been
likened (at one point or another) to a montage of Drew Carey, Jerry Garcia, the singer
from the Barenaked Ladies and some kind
of upright-walking mountain goat (possibly a
yak). I am not upset by this; after all, what I
really resemble is an average human being,
differing from the herd in some ways (as
does everybody)"but, for the most part, normal.
Somewhere along evolution's grand tourde-force human beings acquired the notion
that normal wasn't necessarily good. People
decided that it would be advantageous to
look incredibly attractive, symmetrical and
thin.
I doubt that this motivation is entirely
biological; if only the mega-attractive people
on earth succeeded in acquiring a mate, the
earth's population could probably be
crammed into a tour bus so that they could
all vacation together.
No, it probably has more to do with the
vain quest to try and "stand out" in a crowd
(without resorting to any intellectual or artistic pursuits, of course). It is this kind of
"look at me! I'm so pretty!" attitude that has
created the lucrative plastic surgery industry,
an industry that thrives on people who are
willing to pay astronomical prices for bigger
breasts, slimmer wastes and t1ghter asses.
Nowhere else is plastic surgery more
prevalent than in Hollywood. In an industry
where one must always look their best
(because it would be against the rules or
something if a normal looking person
starred in a movie) plastic surgery is for
many aging or drooping stars a virtual
necessity.

~. Octobom, >998

the days when the only models who
ever got attention were the Ondy
Crawfords and the Christie Brinkleys.
In the September 1998 issue of
Vogue, Cindy Crawford is modelling wrist
watches instead of designer gowns. The
clothes are being modelled by a string of
unnamed and often ordinary-looking
women.
Why. the step down for Cindy? Has
she got a bad agent? Probably not. It's
representative of a shift in fashion advertisement. You don't have to open Vogue
to notice the effects are everywhere.
As an extreme example, Calvin
Klein's pierced, tattered, and often
androgynous people are still showing up
on billboards, television, and magazines.
Jockey recently launched a campaign
featuring actual Wall Street executives.
Fashion as a whole has been moving
towards portraying "real people" in their
ads.
Fashion executives have finally recognized that most people can see
through the supermodel facade.
Supermodels are still admired, but they
are no longer imitated.
The new so-called "un-model" is
someone the average person can relate
to, someone who is "real". Instead of
models, fashion ads portray model lives.

I don't blame them for having surgery
RANDY WAECHTER
done. If that's what they have to do to earn --~their paycheque then more power to them.
The fashion industry never really interested me. I
Is Pamela Anderson a bad or sleazy person
mean, it is one of those topics that is so uninterfor having herself tapered to cartoon-charac- esting that I find myself literally ignoring it, as if it
ter like proportions? I don't think so.
doesn't even exist on this earth. I remember wonWhat she did with plastic surgery was a
dering why my roommate would loyaly tune into
shrewd business move that has enabled
fashion television on City TV every Saturday and
here to squeeze out millions of dollars from
Sunday evening.
capitalism's cash cow and laugh all the way
He convinced me to "give it a chance" one day,
to the bank.
with the promise that I would see more breasts (and
A celebrity not resorting to plastic
nipples) than I had in a month. Anyway, as I
surgery is in most cases akin to a surgeon
watched the show for a few minutes (yes there was
not brushing up on the latest medical joura lot of breasts, and nipples, lots and lots of nipnals; in either case, not doing it makes
pies) I experienced enlightenment, wei~ fashion
enlightenment, anyway. During an interview. a
them obsolete.
What I do find disturbing is that many
designer had stated that one of the models he
people, normal people, who are not
chose to "displaY' one of his garments was the perHollywood actors, pay a small fortune for
feet "canvas".
plastic surgery so that they too can be
That's when it hit me..... Fashion design is an art
counted amongst the beautiful elite.
form! That's why nobody wears those wacky outfits
It is alarming that so many people would
in real life· theYre works of art, and fashion designrather "improve" themselves by becoming
ers are artists. All of a sudden, the fashion wortd
more like some famous movie star than by
made complete sense, and I actually found myself
becoming more like a noted surgeon, Nobel
interested in this analogy (even though art really
laureate or world-renowned painter.
doesn't interest me either).
Why the course of self-improvement
From this starting point a bevy of intriguing
sways more often towards physical improveideas raced through my mind - I had truly attained
ment over mental or artistic improvement is
fashion enlightenment
not hard to surmise. It's easier. Very little is
For instance, if models are the designers "canrequired of someone to lay down on a stainless steel slab and be carved up so that
they can become a b~er person. A great
deal of time and effort is required of someone to take a painting class, read their way
through Gravity's Rainbow, or learn all about
the theory of relativity. That would take
patience.
In short, plastic surgery (tempting though
it may be for some), is a course of action
best reserved for the wonderfully beautiful
people who reside on the silver screen, and
not for those of us stupid enough to pay $8
to see them.

But what's the difference really? We're
still buying into an idea that if we have
those clothes, we will live that life. The
new models may be closer to reality, but
they do not represent it completely.
Notice the flawless complexions, and
the fact that many women's fashion ads
still portray only thin women.There are
minorities represented, but not proportionally.
No one ever has a bad hair day, and
everybody is smiling and happy. Is this
"reality"? It isn't my everyday experience.
We are being fed the same old message, just· with different packaging. By
appearing to represent real life, new
fashion models are less threatening and
more likely to be effective.
The beauty myth has become even
more powerful. It's easy to see that we
can't all be supermodels, but it's tempt·
ing to try and be like the "real life" people we see in ads now.
The problem is, it's still not real life.
It's just a better thought out way to
make people buy clothes and beauty
products.
This shouldn't come as a surprise.
After all, that's what the fashion industry
is all about.

Sarah Ridley is a production assistant.

vas", then why have the canvas' shrunk so much
during the past few years? Most artists would like to
have a larger canvas to work on, in an attempt to
express their work with more freedom. Are designers trying to save money by reducing the amount of
textiles in their "works of art''?
Why is it that when designers leave gaping
holes or transparent sections of their work, allowing
the canvas to "hang out'', it is considered avante
garde? Will this trend appear in the traditional forms
of art as well, just two big, round, white circles in
the center of a painting?
Will artists start using ultra-thin, yellow, sicklylooking canvas, as designers have demonstrated a
preference for these "canvases" when displaying
their own art lately. Lastly, and most importantly, are
we about to be diluged with ads of ''famous paintings'' attempting to sell us everything from lipstick
to hand soap? Will famous paintings begin to
appear in supporting and leading roles on the silver
screen, because their "good looks'' must mean that,
dammit, they can act too.
Since then I have continued to analyze the fashion industry as an art form. Where once I was ignorcmt to the fashion industry, I am now an expert, and
I have made it my personal goal to espouse my
fashion knowledge on all those who would listen. If
you have any questions about this intriguing art
form, don't hesitate to contact me. With a little dedication, you too can attain fashion enlightenment.
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Sports

Soccer Hawks snatch top honours
JEFF SCHOUELA

&

MIKE KOSTOFF

The Men's soccer team took their
unbeaten record to Cenntenial stadium,
where they would play their biggest
game of the season against what coach
Barry Maclean calls "The toughest team
in the league", the McMaster Marauders.
The Marauders led the league in goal
scoring, averaging more than 3 per
game. However it looked as though the
Hawks were the team to beat as they
simply out hustled Mac to the ball on
many occasions in the first half.
Laurier seemed to be the hungrier
team and they felt like they had to prove
something on this day. At halftime, WLU
had built a 2-1 lead on goals by Danny
Glibota and a penalty shot goal by keeper Mark Ignor.
The second half proved to be similar
as Laurier kept Mac away from their net.
The defence was pretty solid throughout
match,
the
especially
Andrew
Sutherland, who kept Mac's top sniper
out of the game. Ken Cartmitl tallied the
final goal for WLU and when the final
whistle blew, Laurier had a 3-1 lead, and
more importantly, a temporary first place
lead in the OUA. Coach MacLean had
lots to say about his team,
"I'm very proud of the guys today.
We played a pretty sound game all over

the field. We kept the McMaster snipers
off the ball and that was the key.
Sutherland did a fine job keeping those
guys out ofthe game. I expect this team
to finish the season in first place. There's
no reason not to."
Laurier brought their 9 game unbeaten streak into a very windy and damp
University stadium for their final home
game of the season against the Brock
University Badgers.
While the Badgers had nothing to
lose in this contest, a win for the Hawks
would give the team sole possesion of
first place in the OUA west divison.
In what has become a fomilar story
this season for the soccer Hawks, it was
Danny Glibota that came up big, netting
the first and only goal near the 15:00
minute mark of the first half to put the
Hawks up 1-0.
From there, the stingiest defense in
the OUA took over and kept Brock off
the scoreboard. The Hawk defense dug
deep and fended off the solid pressure
from the Brock attackers which kept play
in the Laurier end of the pitch for much
of the contest.
The victory sets up a showdown in
London next week as the Hawks will
travel to London to battle the second
place Western Mustangs (6-1-3).
This is sure to be the game of the

season so far as a victory by the Hawks
would guarantee them first place in the
O.UA west divison heading into the

playoffe.

The Hawks and Mustangs
played to a 1-1 tie earlier this season.
From London, the team will head to

KATZEW
ADRIN

Windsor on Sunday to close out the regular season against the 3-3-3 Windsor
Lancers.

Defence the key to Hawks victory
MIKE KOSTOFF

The Wilfrid Laurier University Golden Hawks traveled
to Alumni Stadium in Guelph last Saturday looking

u
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to put some distance between themselves and the
Gryphons in the OUA division standings.
That mission was accomplished as the Hawks
emerged victorious overGuelph for the second time

this season, this time by a score of 26-15 on
province wide television."
"It was a really good defensive effort," commented Hawks head coach Rick Zmich whose team
kept Guelph out of the end zone until after the
game was well in hand. It was another big day for
the defensive secondary with Donnie Ruiz and
Kevin Johnson each picking off a pair of passes on
the day.
On the offensive side of the ball, the Hawks
struggled somewhat with production essentially limited to three big plays, including an 85 yard punt
return by Andre Talbot near the end of the second
quarter.
"Our running game didn't execute as well as it
has," noted Zmich who expects to see a better
blocking effort by the team next time out.
Despite its imperfections, the Hawks ground
attack still managed to rack up 176 yards on the
ground, highlighted by a 14 carry, 113 yard performance by Justin Dillon. Hawk quarterback Kevin
Taylor managed 129 yards passing, completing 10 of
16 passes.
With both offences having trouble getting anything going, it was Dillon who finally opened up the
scoring for the Hawks when he broke loose for a 40
yard touchdown run as the first quarter was drawing to a close.
Guelph answered back with a field goal at 2:24
of the second quarter to make the score 7-3. Then,
at 10:36 of the same quarter, special teams player
of the game Andre Talbot returned a Guelph punt
the distance for the 85 yard touchdown score.
A Scott O'Hara field goal at 14:52 would give the
Hawks a 17-3 lead at the half.
The Hawks would extend their lead to 19-3 via
a couple of singles by Hawk punter Ed Becker
before rookie Hawk Kevin Johnson took centre
stage at 14:59 of the third quarter with a spectacular 38 yard touchdown reception.
"We will use Kevin periodically on offense when
the opportunity arises," noted Zmich who named
Johnson his defensive player of the game. The
touchdown put the Hawks up 26-3 and would mark
the end of their scoring on this day. Two late touchdowns by Guelph, one of which set up blocked punt
attempt, made the final score a somewhat
respectable 26-15.
The win for the Hawks moves them to 4-2 and

sets up the game of the season so far this Saturday
when they take on the McMaster Marauders (4-2) at
University Stadium, game time 2:oopm.
A win in this game would guarantee the Hawks
a third place finish in the OUA and would set up a
likely semi-final matchup against the University of
Waterloo on-November 7th.
"The key matchup will be McMaster's aerial
assault versus our pass defense," noted Zmich. The
Hawks defense has been able to neutralize the
passing threat of the opposition all season and will
look to continue this success. On average, the
defense has allowed a league low of 19 points per
game white McMaster's offense has scored a league
high of 38 points per game.
Offensively, look for the Hawks to re-establish
their running game, which faltered somewhat
against Guelph.
"Mac's defense tends to align themselves in
such a way that we believe we can run effectively,"

noted Zmich who stressed the importance of eliminating costly errors such as blocked punts which
will really hurt them in key situations.
Before Saturday's 'Mac Attack", there will be a
big tailgate party in the parking lot of University
Stadium, starting at 12:00pm. Sponsored by
Budweiser, this event features several prize draws,
good food, and cold drink. Tickets, which include
admission the game, are $3.00 and are available all
week in the concourse. Make sure to pick yours up
soon and that you come out and support the
Hawks in what promises to be an exciting game.

Notes:

Quarterback Adam Lane says he feels fine and
may dress for this Saturday's game against
McMaster. The return of Lane, the victim a broken
collarbone in week 2 of the season versus Western,
would restore tremendous depth to the Hawks at
the quarterback position heading into the post season.
Both Lane and Taylor have demonstrated the
ability to lead the Hawk offense effectively.
The Hawks have entered the CIAU top ten rankings for the first time since 1996. Coming in this
week at #10, they have opportunity to move up in

the rankings further if they emerge victorious over
the #7 ranked Mauraders.

s

Hawks

battling

MIKE KOSTOFF
This Saturday's football contest at University
Stadium sees the #10 Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
take on #7 McMaster Marauders. The winner of this
matchup is guaranteed a third place finish in the
OUA. Here is how the
teams match up going
into the contest.

for

receivers among the top five in the league to date.
1997 OUA second team all-star Ryan janzen leads
the Mac receiving corps with Mike Linton and Chris
Dorrigton also making significant contributions thus
far this season.
To combat this potent air attack, the Hawks will

playoff

Schwab, Kojo Millington, and Tom Longhurst will
look to put pressure on Chapdelaine throughout the
afternoon.

Can Mac stop the Hawk ground attack?

berth

gentlemen on the offensive line, have picked apart
defenses for big gains all season.
The Mac defense will have to step up their effort if
they hope to keep the Hawks from racking up substantial rushing yardage. Mac has proven vulnerable against the run this season, surrendering a
whopping 56 points to
the ground
oriented
Warriors
earlier
Waterloo
this season.

The most potent offence
vs. the stingiest defense

Who will make the
fewest mistakes?

When looking for a reason
why the Marauders have
surprised so many people
by their performance so
for this season, one need
not look farther then
MacMaster starting quarterback Ben Chapdelaine.
On pace for over 2000
yards passing this season,
Chapdelaine has lead the
MacMaster offence to a
league leading 225 points
in six games.
Chapdelaine's 1806 passing yards is tops in the
league by over 650 yards, having completed 108
passes in 198 attempts.
Complementing Chapdelaine, MacMaster has three-

In a game as close as this
one is likely to be, it is
often the team that
makes the fewest mistakes that emerges victorious.
One
area
the
Hawks will
have to
improve is in their kick
protection;

the Hawks
had two blocked punts
against them in last

look to their league leading pass defense to carry
the day. Defensive backs Donnie Ruiz and Kevin
Johnson are first and second in the league in interceptions and will look to further pad those numbers
this weekend. The defensive line, headlined by Eric

For the first time since 1991, the Hawks offence is
highlighted by a punishing ground attack.
Running backs Justin Praamsma and Justin
Dillon have racked up 515 and 502 yards respectively this season and, with the help of several large

Hawk Talk
Amazing is about the only word that can

be used to sum up the recent successes of the Golden Hawks. Entering the
season the Hawks had high expectations on most fronts and seem to be
playing well in all sports.
The Menfs basketball team also got
things going in fine form with a pair of
wins on the weekend. After* defeating
Windsor on Friday night the Hawks were
victorious again Saturday as they beat
York 82-73.,
Second year big man Kenny
Hodgkins led the Hawks with 23 points
in the 83-68 win over Windsor and filled
the net with 25 points against York. The
Hawks are back in action this weekend
as they are in Ottawa for the Gee Gee
Invitational Tournament.
The Women's volleyball team also
had a week to remember. After a come
from behind five set win over the
University of Winnipeg on Thursday
night the Hawks opened the regular season with a win over McMaster on Friday
night. Rookie Paula Watson led the way
for the Hawks and Head Coach Russ
Woloshyn got a very solid performance
from his entire team who will be back in

BINGO
BINGO

action Wednesday night when Guetph
comes to town for a 6 p.m. contest at
the Athletic Complex. The men's team
follows with a game at 8 p.m.
The Men's hockey team put in a
solid performance at Ohio University/
winning both of their games on a two
game exhibition series. On Friday night
the Hawks won 6-1 and followed up on
Saturday with a 4-2 win. The Hawks will
open the regular season on Friday night
as they travel to Kingston to face
Queen's, and will be in action Saturday
night as they take on Royal Military
College. After going 5-2 in the exhibition
schedule the Hawks are looking for big
results as their OUA season gets under
way.
The Golden Hawks women's
Lacrosse team played a pair of home
games on the weekend but fortunately
came out on the short end of the score
against both Brock and Guelph, losing
9-6 and 10-6 respectively.
Dean Boles and the Golden Hawks
swim club put in a solid showing at the
OUA Relay meet, bringing in eight
medals and a third place finish for the
women's team.

[

weeks game against Guelph.
For McMaster, Chapdelaine will have to ensure
he is very careful with his throws as he encounters
a defensive secondary with an appetite for ill
advised pass attempts.

@

PLANNING A
HALLOWEEN PARTY

Female athlete of the week
Paula Watson Volleyball
-

In what turns out to be the week of the rookie for the Golden Hawk Athletes of the
week, Paula Watson showed why she was one of the most highly recruited volleyball players in Ontario out of Forest Heights Collegiate in Kitchener. Watson led the
Hawks to victory in their season opener over McMaster on Friday evening after helping her team defeat the nationally ranked Winnipeg Wesmen one night earlier. In the
game against Mac she had 20 kills,
13 blocks and 23 digs, as the Hawks won in a
five set marathon. It looks like big things are to come from the first year Kinesiology
and Physical Education student who has stepped up to be one of the Hawks top

players all season long.
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Male athlete of the week
Kevin Johnson Football
-

Johnson, a rookie comer who like Watson, is

a graduate of Forest Heights Collegiate,
was a one man show in the Hawks
over Guelph. Johnson had two interwin
26-15
ceptions, 3 tackles, 2 assists, and 2 knockdowns as the Hawks held off a late Guelph
rally to win, and set up a week showdown with McMaster. On top of his
perfor7
mance on defense Johnson also caught two passes on the offensive side of the ball
for 48 yards, including an incredible
38 yard TD reception. He also increased his season total on Punt Return to
352 yards to lead the conference, white the two interceptions increased his total this season to five.

Let our

CAMPUS EVENTS DEPARTMENT h»i p you

Call I-800-BOTTLES ext. 238 or Mart 9 884-2498
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Wilfrid Laurier sports shorts

WLU SWIM TEAM
The WLU swim teams went to Guelph
last week for the annual OUA relay competitions and they left with satisfying

freestyle team of Losa Parwicki, Robin
Allen, Jenny Parwicki, and Shelly Babin,
and the 3 X 200 freestyle team of Dayna
Patterson, Nicole Smerdon, and Babin.
The women also have a strong foundation of rookies to watch this year, as

able conditions failed to dampen the
Hawk spirit however, as Laurier battled a
very strong Macside to a 0-0 draw.
Laurier served up an incredibly
defensive game over eighty minutes of
play, as the Mac forwards proved to be

KEUBLR
The 4 Xioo medley team of Mike
Thompson, Tom Fuke, Doug Browne,
and John Peleck missed winning by 0.04
seconds, while Peleck and Fuke teamed
with Mike Strelmach to place 2nd in the
3 Xioo individual medley relay by 0.2
seconds.
But the highlight of the meet was
Thompson, Browne, and Stelmach's
domination of the 3 Xioo butterfly, winning the race by 7 seconds. All three are
rookies, and contribute a strong foundation to the team.
The Women's team, deeper in numbers, finished 3rd overall, the best ever
finish for WLU at this meet. While they
didn't win any relays, two strong second
place finishes included the 4 X5O

both teams will be looking to improve e
on last year's 6th place OUA finish.
WOMEN'S RUGBY
This past Sunday, the Laurier Women's's
Rugby team traveled to Hamilton to playy
their third regular season game against;t

the stronger and more experienced pack
of the day, when it came to loose play.
Subsequently, McMaster saw more
ball possession throughout the game,
however, Laurier countered this by shutting down all Mac attempts at scoring,
Strong defensive team play was the key
to this draw, with some excellent indi-
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If you're looking to continue your education with an advanced
degree in health care, consider New York Chiropractic College.
It's a solid choice and a wise investment in your future.
NYCC:
Boasts a curriculum with an excellent balance among the
Art, Science, and Philosophy of Chiropractic.
Employs talented and diverse faculty.
Features modern, state-of-the-art facilities.
Is a fully residential campus located on 286 acres.
Is conveniently located in the scenic Finger Lakes region of
Central New York.
•

•

•

Contact us today to schedule a visit or to obtain more information!

New York Chiropractic College
2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800
Phone: 800/234-NYCC(6922) Fax: 315/568-3087
E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu
Website: www.nycc.edu
•
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Justin Praamsma
Justin lead the Golden Hawks offense with
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The
University.
day's weather was
inclement to say
the least, with
extreme wind and
rain
some
the
throughout
entire afternoon.
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"Rookie"
Lachowsky
(fullback), i.
Unfortunately, Laurier also had to count
their losses on Sunday, as Amanda
Stockley, starting 8-man, exited the season with a fractured arm suffered at the
beginning of the match.
The results of this game keep the!
Laurier Women's Rugby team at undefeated for the regular season, as Laurier
tied their first home game against the i
University of Guelph (o-o), and won their j
season opener against .the University of
Waterloo (31-0).
The team also participated in the I
Oktoberfest Seven's tournament over
Thanksgiving weekend, finishing the!
Women's pool in 3rd place, with 2
and 2 losses.
Look out for some Hawk action this
Sunday afternoon on Willison field, as
Laurier plays their 2nd and final home
game against the University of Waterloo.
Kickoff is at 4 p.m.

McMaster

■iilpjf

j.

vidual efforts from Kathy Rabideau

(flanker), Jackie Ritchie (inside-center),
Amy Gaudun (8-man), and Sarah

j

The Women's volleyball team got off on
the right foot last week as they went to
Hamilton and beat the Marauders 3-2 on
opening night.
"It was the first time I can remember
that we actually beatMcMaster and it
feels great that we can start the season
on a winning note." commented coach
Russ Woloshyn.
The Hawks were led by veteran center Stacey McCoy and rookie Paula
Watson. Other members of the starting
lineup that contributed to this upset
were Stephanie Dart, Lara Stucke, Karen
Galloway, Lisa Wallace.
"We've got a strong team this year
and my expectations are greater. We've
got some outstanding rookies to work
with and it should be an exciting season." noted Woloshyn
The lady Hawks finished with a 7-7
record last year and made the playoffs
for the first time in ten years. Coach
Woloshyn feels this team is much
stronger then last year so greater results
should be obtained.
The Hawks sport a 1-0 record and for
now they sit in first place. Their next test
will come on Wednesday when they host
Guelph at 6:00 in the Athletic Complex.

results.
The Men finished 6th overall, quite a
ood
finish considering they were missL
ing some key swimmers. But the team
did establish themselves as a force in
the OUA when they took to the blocks.

1

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

172 yards rushing on 17 carries with four
touchdowns in a victory over U pf T,
two weekends ago.

fl

The Cord regrets omitting the Budweiser
Player of the Game last week
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Budweiser Player of the Game

Johnson lead the Hawks to their
of the season with a
fourth victory
1
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Beginning Wednesday, October 28th versus Guelph,
anc j Saturday October 31th versus The University of Toronto,
at The Waterloo Recreation Complex.
Be in attendance with valid student I.D. and you will be eligible
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Entertainment

The Orchestra
RACHEL REID

So, now that the Oktoberfest activities
have whet your appetite for world music,
where can you go for something out of
the ordinary? Look no further than our
own Faculty of Music. The faculty hosts a
varied and rigorous concert schedule
that certainly is extra-ordinary.
The Music Faculty here at Laurier is
itself exceptional, and the concert series
showcases just what the program is all
about. It features accomplished professionals as well as
own musicians, who are competitive throughout
the country. They play any variety of
music from Bach to 20th century pieces.
The conceits also give exposure to student and faculty composers presenting
their own music.
The main purpose of the concerts is
to provide an occasion for the students
to participate in big productions with an

audience and to thereby open the door
to professional perfonnance opportunities. Says Marsha King, a trombone player with the WLU Symphony Orchestra,
"In rehearsing for the concerts, the
things that Paul Pulford, our conductor,
teaches us can be used in a professional setting. Not only are we learning the
means by which to play this piece, we
also gain knowledge to transfer to future
pieces...so that each new piece of the
repertoire gets easier to put together as
a group."
Each year the schedule includes at

comes

alive

least three performances by the WLU
Symphony Orchestra, one opera or ballet, several holiday events, appearances
by the WLU Jazz Ensemble, Baroque
Ensemble and Wind Ensemble, and one
larger production put on at the Centre in
the Square in Kitchener.
This year's big event, taking place in
late March, will be a rendition of Mozart's
Requiem by the Choir and Symphony
Orchestra.
The WLU Symphony Orchestra's first
performance of the year will be staged
on Saturday October, 24 at Bpm in the
Recital Hall. The Symphony is composed
of about 65 musicians along with a full
complement of strings, flutes, oboes,
clarinets, bassoons, homs, percussion
and more.
The three string pieces to be performed will carr/ the listener through a
whole range of emotion, from lighthearted enthusiasm to gloomy introspection.
King asserts that, "As the concert

progresses, the texture of the pieces
becomes more chamber-like...fewer
instruments. As the orchestra decreases
in size, it increases in intensity because
each musician has to carry more (of the
music). That is how the piece becomes
darker and more intense."
The first piece of music, an overture
by Italian composer Rossini, is bright and
engaging and features several instrumental solos. The second piece is a story
about the fictional Russian hero

John Aird

NASIR
KEVIN

Lieutenant Kije, and was written by
Prokofiev the year that Stalin died. As
the story goes, Stalin heard about this
man Kije and, unaware that he was fictitious began a search for him; Kije's cre-

ators had to kill him off.
This piece of music is at first light
and silly but becomes profound and
robust with the death of the hero. It

showing

includes a saxophone, which is a rarity in
orchestra, and lots of percussion to give
it a jazzy sound. The final piece is called
"Kindertotenlieder," or "Songs of Dead
Children," and was adopted by Mahler
from a collection of German poems. As
suggested by the title, this is where the
performance becomes somber and fatalistic in nature. Professor Paul Pulford

some

calls it "an extraordinary piece of music."
It is much anticipated as it features
Daniel Litchi, an internationally accom-

plished baritone, who will return from
Japan just in time to perform.
A complete concert calendar is available from the Music Department. A con-

cert line is also available for more information at extension 3554.

culture
very simple things such as barrels covered in snow or textile patterns in blankets, which Nassau presents with a quiet
grace.

PHOT

FILE
AMY NEUFELD
There comes a time in all our lives when

we decide that we need some culture,
and watching A&E just isn't going to cut
it anymore. Fortunately for us here at
Laurier there are cultural events happening alt the time on our doorstep.
One such opportunity for enrichment
is the Robert Langen Gallery, which is
located in the John Aird Centre, and features shows by local artists.
It also has a growing permanent collection which began in the 19605, and
features the Seagram Collection and the
Neufeld Collection.
Currently there are two art exhibits at
the University, Doug Adams Recent
Works in the gallery, and Wilhelm E.

18
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Nassau 30 Years of Photography in the
foyer ofthe Maureen Forester recital hall.
Doug Adams received his BA from
Wilfrid Laurier University in 1972. He has
been in several group exhibitions, and
this is his second solo exhibition.

The show, which is currently in the
Langen Gallery, features works on paper
and canvas as well as pieces based on
Adam's research into the history of gardens.
In his Artisfs Statement Adams commented: "I wanted to build up a fluid
fecund environment to convey a sensuous and fertile nature."
Adams uses a variety of mediums on
his canvases to create different effects.
The acrylic washes usually are painted
over surfaces of sand, modeling paste or

other materials to create density and
patterns.
"The vibrant use of colour and incorporation of texture and shape give
Adam's work a special energy," commented Suzanne Luke, curator of the
Langen Gallery, about the new show.
As well as Adam's work, Wilhelm E.
Nassau's photographs are currently on
display outside the Recital Hall, which is
located next to the Langen gallery.
Nassau was the Director of Audio
Visual Services and an instructor in Rim
Studies at Laurier from 1969 to 1988. He
received-a Diploma in Photography from
the Vienna State Academy for Graphic
Arts.
He also obtained a BA and a
Master's Degree in Archaeology from

Laurier. Nassau began his photographic
career at the end of the Second World
War when he worked as a news photographer with the British Eighth Army.
Nassau's show is entitled 30 Years of

Photography, and reflects the work
which he has done since coming to WLU.
"Through my whole professional life,
which took many turns away from professional photography, I always returned
to the still camera and to the darkroom
as a welcome feature of relaxation and
satisfaction," commented Nassau in his
Artist's Statement.
Many of the photographs are of the
Laurier campus and other places in
Waterloo, but Nassau also captures the
beauty of nature in celluloid form.
His show includes photographs of

"The way he makes simple objects
seem exquisite through his photography
provides a fresh outlook on the normal"
remarked art attendant Marsha King.
"He takes the ordinary and changes it
into the extraordinary."
Whether Nassau's photographs are
of trees in Waterloo Park, the Alvin
Woods Building in springtime, or a frog,
they reveal peace and tranquillity in life.
"These pictures reflect strongly my
desire to find and preserve the beautiful
things in this world that is often so
unpleasant" commented Nassau.
The art experience at Laurier does
not end with these gallery exhibits. The
Cultural Affairs Department at WLU, in
partnership with the Fine Arts
Department at the
University of
Waterloo present the Canada Council
Visiting Artists/Art Historians Series.
These have featured lectures by artists
such as Tom Hopkins and Susan Shantz.
On Tuesday, November third, Landon
Mackenzie will be giving a talk at
I:3opm at the University of Waterloo
ECH, room 1219. This series offers an intimate glimpse at the artists which are featured in local galleries.
The Wilhelm E. Nassau exhibit runs
from October 16th to November 14th,
and the Doug Adams show runs from
October 20th to November 7th.
All shows have receptions, usually
with the artist, that are open for anyone
to attend.
The gallery is open Tuesday through
Friday from 10a.m. to sp.m, and
Saturdays from 12 to sp.m. Admission is
free, and schedules of the upcoming
-

shows are available there.

e

It's Filth worth
ROB CLARKE
"I go to the newsagent and buy a Sun.
I also look at the pornographic maga-

zines on the top shelf. I make no apologies for this; the job is one in which ifs
dangerous to think too much, so the
best thing is to channel your energy into
something that's the easiest to think
about but which does you no harm. For
most of us sex fits the bill nicely."
These are the inept words of Bruce
Robertson, the corrupt cop who is at the
centre of Irvine Welsh's latest novel simply titled Filth.

Filth

Taking on the form of a tapeworm
and a genital rash, Robertson's subconscience devours his repressed mental
to
past
reveal his
object self.
The
end
result is an
extremely
dark and
disturbing
novel with

eerie
schizophrenic
tone.
Welsh's
creation of
an

antagonist

Irvine Welsh
Random House

as his men-

Anyone who has read Trainspotting
understands that Irvine Welsh is not
exactly a practitioner of linguistic verve—
and Filth is no exception. In feet, the
book reads more like a screenplay than
a novel and there are even interludes
written in the bodice-rippling style which
Welsh has used in previous works.
The Scottish author is renown for

glamorization of the unglamorous, but
with Filth, Welsh enters new ground by
probing into the depths of darkness and
evil with the character of Bruce
Robertson.
Bruce Robertson is the Detective
Sergeant of an Edinburgh police department who is looking to finally get that
promotion which he believes is his for

k

the taking. Yet Bruce finds himself distracted by various elements, including an
estranged wife, a coke habit, prostitution, football, and his
declining
genital
health-not
to mention
a
botched
murder case
solve.
to
Robertson
plays a dual
role of protagonist and

Bruce

tal state crean
ates
internal
opposition.
He is the victim of anxiety attacks
and
often

Robertson
is his personal testimonial to
the neurotic persona
of the tortured soul.
He internalizes
the

carries him-

self with an
omnipresent

stupor. As
much as the
egotistical
cop
attempts to
bluff himself and everyone impeding his
promotion, Robertson's ethical consciousness slowly accumulates.

consciousness reveals to him that he has
paid a great price for repressing his true
self:
"Your desperate sneering and mocking only illustrates how high the price
has been and how fully it has been paid.
The price is your soul. Your life, your circumstances and your job demanded
that price.
Frightened that you wouldn't cast a
shadow when you faced the sun, you
stopped looking at it.
Your head stayed bowed, except in
the seivice of your new masters. But this
didn't happen with a strike.
This happened way way back. I
would have said that you had a journey
into the darkness, but in truth you never
made it out of it."
Welsh's convictions are worn on his
forehead rather than his sleeve as he
conveys the battle for inner solitude and
peacefutness through the persona of
Bruce Robertson. Welsh takes the easy

of good,
evil, power,
and greed
into
a
methodical struggle within a lucidly average character. A defining moment in the
book comes when Robertson's ethical

Welsh conveys that giving in is a legitimate way out, when really it isn't.
If anything, one has to applaud
Welsh for having the "bottle" to venture
into new ground in terms of stylistic

structure.
His first person social commentary
and monologue carries the book with a
stream of consciousness style that is
very exciting and fresh.
Filth is a very brave step for Welsh in
his crusade for versatility in literary fiction. Even when he stumbles, Welsh
seems to be able to create a very readable novel that combines humour,
shock, intelligence, and of course filth, all
at once. Read it and bask in its glamorous Filth.
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way out by purporting that the conceptual self is a weak and self contained
domain.
Just like heroin can control us, so too
can our repressed thoughts and feelings.
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Rainbow Six:

risky gunplay

PHOT

FILE
ROB BOREK
If you are looking for a shoot-em-up
game where all you do is go after aliens
and try to splatter their blood all over the
floor and walls, this isn't the game for
you.
If you are looking for a strategy game
that has some action but requires you to

think, then this is the game for you.
The game Rainbow Six (based on
the Tom Clancy novel of the same
name), is a strategy game where you
must listen to mission briefings, create
your own team, and devise a plan to
successfully neutralize terrorists.
'Rainbow" is the code-name for an

v
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ultra-secret UN anti-terrorist group, while
'Six" refers to the leader of the group, in
this case, John Clark (you will recognize
the name if you have read any Tom
Clancy novel).
The game comes on CD-ROM, and
requires a reasonably new system one
with a Pentium 200MMX processor. The
game requires 100MB of hard drive
space at a minimum, and a 3D graphics
card is highly recommended.
Sorry Mac lovers, the game doesn't
come in Mac format (and, according to
the Rainbow Six web page, they don't
have any plans at current to move it over
to the Mac).
Installing the game is a snap insert
the CD-ROM into the drive, click on
Install, and you're ready to go.
Once into the game, you have the
-

-

TComeandry

pm to 11 pm/bring your

option to start playing the missions right
away (not advisable), or go through the
training (highly advisable).
You wilt find the training sessions
helpful in many respects, and will allow
you to adjust to using both the mouse
(for movement) and the keypad (for
viewing) in tandem. The mouse is very
sensitive in the game, which will take
some getting used to.
The graphics in the game are excellent, which you come to expect in a 3D
game. It looks somewhat similar to
Goldeneye 007 for Nintendo 64, if you've
ever played that game. The sound quality is also excellent.
The computer players can be rather
frustrating at times, so beware. For
instance, one will get shot in a doorway,
and the rest of 'em will all run to the

ment that each person is to receive, as
well as devise an entry plan.
Luckily, you can choose to use the
default plan, which will allow you to skip
all the choosing and planning. However,
you only get default plans for the first
four missions, after that you're on your

doorway and get shot in similar fashion.
Overall, the Artificial Intelligence in the
game is quite good, for example you can
expect your team members to shoot a
terrorist if you fail to see them.
The missions are exact, and can be
quite tough to complete. There are three
levels of difficulty, so once you've completed all the missions at the easy level
you can complete them again at the
medium level, and so on.
To successfully complete the mission, you must complete the objectives
mentioned. As you increase the difficulty,
there are additional objectives, and you
can't lose as many people in the mis-

own.
Once you've got all the planning
done, you move on to executing the
plan. You are the leader of the team, and
tell them when to go. If you see a terrorist, shoot them or be shot yourself

rather quickly.
If you are shot, you're killed. Ifyou do
happen to be killed, you take control of
another person so you aren't left waiting
for the mission to finish.
To make life easy, a map is provided
on your screen, showing lines of where
you have to go according to your plan.
The status of the other teams is also
shown, as is your weapons, the health
status of your team, and the like.
Expect to play many of the missions
over and over again, especially when
you get to the stage of having to develop your own plans. This game isn't
meant to be easy.
Leam from your mistakes and try
again. Don't neglect the grenades and
flashbangs in your arsenal of weapons.
Overall, ifyou are into action/simulation games, you will love this game, as
it provides the best of both worlds.

sion.

To complete the mission, you must
assemble a roster and subdivide them
into teams. You must select the equip-

I give this game an enthusiastic
thumbs-up, and look forward to playing it many times in the future.
Robert Borek is our esteemed Systems
Administrator. He fixes our computers
when they poop out, and he also likes
to say things like "I'm zapping the
parameter RAM."
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Candy...Gimme

Talib Kweli Are Black Star
Rawkus Records
Mos Def

like to have referred to as a testament to
what I'm about as an artist, I would like
for this song to be examined." To stop
looking at this song would be to ignore
the full depth of the well that is Black

&

Star.
88 Fingers isn't the only DJ; similar to
the new Wu-Tang compilation, all sorts
of DJs get a kick at the can.

While this could have backfired
Black Star has some of the best production I've heard in a very long time,
including the lead off single Definition
produced by DJ Hl-Tek.
Due to the fact that Black Star came
from the underground, they represent
their fellow travelers and they make
appearances on their album. Jane Doe,
Punch & Words, all from the Lyricist
Lounge and The Love Movement, make
an appearance on Twice Inna Lifetime.
Obviously once, even twice, was not
enough; the more the better for us the
listeners.
All thirteen tracks on Black Star are
fantastic. If you want true Hip Hop, come
and get some.

When the Lyricist Lounge compilation
brought true hip hop back to the forefront, two artists stood tall amongst all
the underground giants, Mos Def and
Talib Kweli.
Mos Def had the advantage of
appearing with Tash and Q-Tip on the
Lyricist Lounge (and again on Tribe's latest) while Kweli went on alone.
Defs jam on Lyricist Lounge is phenomenal for its styles while Kweli's joint
is amazing for its content. Manifesto was
a cry for a return to hip hop in its true

Jon Spencer Blues Explosion
Acme

form.

88 Fingers did some of the work
for the Lyricist Lounge and returns here
to produce Thieves in the Night. While
all the tracks were collaborative efforts

DJ

Pussy Galore,

1992.

Toned down, but not forgotten are
the punk remnants of last years Now I
Got Worry. Fear not though, its replacement is a reinvigorated sound which
harps back to Orange.
If you like anything about the Jon

H3B!
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Spencer Blues Explosion, at all, then you
will for sure love this album.

Slam
Soundtrack
Immorta^Sony^pic

Well, this is it; the soundtrack to the
award winning major motion picture
Slam. There is reason to be glib about
yet another soundtrack as most of them
are garbage.
Look at the Godzilla soundtrack, or
the soundtrack to Woo. Neither of them
saw the end of the day before people
forgot about them. Slam veers way out
into the other direction; it is solid.
Slam starts it off right by pulling in
Big Pun and teaming him up with Next
on the flashy Sex, Money and Drugs.
Pun continues his blend of Biggie,
Will Smith and Heavy D. Next does their
job of making the ladies woozy with
crooning background styling .
KRS One joins up with spoken word
artist Saul Williams on Ocean Within.
With a minimalist beat the poet and the
MC go for theirs. It's interesting to see

KRS bring the style down a little not in
competency but in terms of control.
He speaks easy through this one
and pulls it off with flavour. Last year
KRS teamed up with Goldie to blend
Jungle and Hip Hop, this year it's spoken
word; KRS One truly is the ruler of hiphop.
Old Dirty Bastard (also known as
ODB, Ason, Dirt McGurt, Osirus and Big
Baby Jesus), who dabbles in both the
mainstream and the nasty, comes up
with a great re-working of Rock Creek
Park, (The Blackbyrds), along with
Coolio. This is definitely the party starter
-

on the disc.
Black Rob steps out from under
Puffy and Mace's shadow to be produced by Bad Boy rookie Younglord.
Surprise surprise, this is not the classic
Bad Boy rip-off work (though they do
lean heavily on Love Unlimited's Under
the Influence of Love) Both Rob and
Younglord are decent.
Other standouts include Brand
Nubian, Q-Hp, Flipmode Squad, and
many others, making nineteen tracks in
total.
The movie, Slam, written and directed by Marc Levin, is the tale of a
poet/rap artist who struggles to maintain
his creative drive while incarcerated.
Slam won the '98 Grand Jury prize at
Sundance and the Audience Award at
The Cannes International Rim Festival.

Thanks to all of this week's writers.
Weekly writer's meetings Wednesday at
6pm in the Cord offices. For information
call the office at 884-0710 ext 3564
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lineup.
Covering a full range of gospel,
country, rock 'n' roll, blues and hip hop,
Acme's good time sound constructs a
rowdy party atmosphere. The band has
been reconstructing rock Yt' roll since
their inception in 1991.

After the demise of his seminal band
Jon Spencer hooked up
with drummer Russell Simins and guitarist Judah Bauer from there the cult of
their cool grew bigger with each release
starting with their self titled release in

EMI

Kweli took this one over.
He created it from the ground up
and dedicates it to Toni Mom'son, "the
preserver of our culture."
Black Star, like Tribe Called Quest,
Jeru the Damaja and others are truly
artists with a conscience.
"1 had been working on a song
[Respiration] about the city as an organism claims Def in the liner notes.
"If I could pick a song that I would

98P3312P
8 clel«a

Tuesday October 20th saw the release of
the latest and greatest release by NYC's
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion. Succinctly
entitled Acme, this record pulls together
the wild world of the Blues Explosion
into a sophisticated new dimension.
Acme, recorded and mixed by an
assortment of characters in six different
studios, boasts Andre Williams as
Executive Producer.
An example of the albums variety is
the opening track Calvin which was
recorded by Calvin Johnson and then
remixed by Cypress Hill veteran T Ray.
Elsewhere, Jim Waters, who worked
on their previous albums, Now I got
Worry and Orange, reappears on Loving
Machine, Alec Empire joins The
Automator on Attack. Nick Sansano
(Sonic Youth, Public Enemy), Chris Shaw
(Butthole Surfers, Weezer) amongst others round out the massive production

some baby.
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Sharp with P un9 ent >ire

invisible chains:
I, mother, lover,
ody
bin y
to mine.
-Melissa Benner
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Be a Friend

Free analysis of your life

you have a keen interest in children and their well
being? Are you reliable, patient, sincere and have a
trusting spirit? Please call today to make a lifelong

insurance needs.

■;j ml
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Call 744-7645 ext. 317 or visit
wyvyy.cmhawrb.on.ca_
be
glad
A child will
you did!

To Melissa:
2nd Year communications from Burlington. We met
last Thursday on the Oktoberfest bus. Interested in

some real life experience, network with business
professionals and also volunteer your time with a
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884-7956
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Call Diane at the JA Centre at 576-6610

-

MVP! MVP! MVPt
Congrats to new team MVP Uncle Bobby Uncle
Bobby ate much turf while making several catches
and scoring a key touchdown last week. He also
left an opponent in the turfafter lowering the shoulder on him. Lookin' forward to even better things
next week!
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Moppy Drive

3'Mouse
,

Dea r cute blonde girl in the brown coat.
wish you knew how much like you.
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NEW YEAR'S & SPRING BREAK.
Wildest party tours to CUBA, Montreal, Florida,

some cuts. The following players have been asked
to cease any contact with their respective teams:

Organizers.
Reliability

That is all.

&

www.uniropatravel.com
uniropa@netcom.ca

Spring Break & New Years!
Montreal, Quebec City,
Daytona
Beach,
Acapulco...Earn Free Trips. Individuals or groups
welcome. Call Breakaway tours now to party with
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$ 10
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*Prices include GST
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all styles, P.CM affiliate teacher. BA in Music.
Located in central Kitchener-Waterloo, on the bus
route. Day and evening classes are available.
Call 575-6881
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office, Fred Nichols Campus Centre. Phone-in
orders can call 884-0710 ext 3564. Fax orders
Ca be ent to
88 4"7723Ca h required m advance for most student
,
f
daSS lfied ads BiUin § available for Phone in
and
orders and classified ™nn'ng for more
than five issues. Deadline for placements or
cancellations is Tuesday at 12:00pm.
,
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Placement forms are available in the Cord

Guitar Lessons Michael Bennet
Serious or just for fun, beginner to advanced,
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each word over 60
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<»32 MB Sdram
2MB 3D Charger Video Card
I ,jATX Midtower Case and Power Supply
I a Upgrade Labour
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Dallas lost to thG Boars and
CFL main man Flutie led the Bills over the previously
undefeated jaguars
Wh*, up.
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30 words or less
31-60 words
each word over 60
staff and Customer Garage sale Saturday,
October 24, 10:00a.m. Call store for details.
886-3121. 382 King St. N, Waterloo
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Oureyes, Hps. then ii mb s lockedbut IVe lost your digitsI'm always in the Hawk's nesthook me up honey!
Big and Burty

Leafs beat Calgary with Potvin

.
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1-800-465-4257, Ext. 3 io
wwwbreakawaytours.com
Spring Break
Daytona Beach, Panama City, South Padre, Mexico.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Earty and Save!!
Money
Ca.pus Reps / Organ iza,ions
Wanted. Call Inte-Campus Programs.
Call 1-800-327-6013
www.icpt.com
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Hey Blue eyes
You were at the Turret.
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Due to excessive numbers in the intramural football

38 years of Quality
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AND RECEIVE AT NO CHARGE A
56K V. 90 Voice! Fax Modem
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Looking forward to "Greet, Eat, and Chuck"
Bricker one and University Place "B"
Your Dons: Katherine and Bobby
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volunteers for our Tuesday night program.
Hours are from 6to 9:3opm

We Heed Your Support!
The Waterloo/Wellington Chapter ofthe Crohn's and
Colitis Foundation of Canada is seeking volunteers
to ,o,n, s Cake and Cook,ecampargn,earn. If you
have a knack for sales and want to be part of the
team that helps coordinate this campaign call the
chapter hotline at 748-2195 or Sylvie at 1-800-3871479 ext. 18. Other volunteer opportunities are also
available. Help us find the cure for Crohn's disease
and ulcerative Colitis!
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FRANCHISE INFO.
CALL: (519) 571-8269
PRICES BASED ON CASH PATMEMT QUANTITIES lUV BE LIMfIEQ
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INTEL INSIOE Is
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Irxfcflttrk Of Intel Corp.

WINDOWS 95 is i trademark of Microsoft

Corporation.
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Grab a specially-marked case of Labatt Blue right

now and inside you get an NHL® video. For keeps.

There's four videos to collect, full of great

goals,

I

t
|

bloopers, and hits. Beer and hockey? 'Giddyup!

Must be legal drinking age. For no purchase entry call 1-800-267-BEER. NHL and NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. ©1998 NHL. All Rights Reserved.

